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'"The WMM ouQght not be

hypnotized by reports that
China ham. retdrne to stability."
says Stanley Karnow, a corres-
pondent for the WhaglTon Post
and cUpsidend by many to be
the fornost "Cina;-watcher.'s

Karow was one of the key--
vote spakr at Se sympsu
on China beld all day Saturday,
w-sponspred bvr the MTCM
nese Students,_
club I . the Repotson the
Center for Byte- s d ons of theR
a a t i ona it Siamstart on,

Karnow spoke on "Chnila
Afer l fhe Stonaed and gave a

repo~rt -oBreet conditions in-
sde Chum mudi the most
recent inken power stuggle
which led to tile disappearance
of Lin. Piao, SometiMe- C]sfitU7
,donaI hek-3to ao,-Tw-Tung M-i
mid-Sptebe. .arnow, the
ist Weston Db~server tospot-the
power struww -explained 'that
the rBasies ihnChin~s

,gvenmnt-.Wracy is one of
Wee keeps Wecounltry

frm icli" th: stability i
enjoyed bfox e tt.Cultual Rev-

. ldg rn to page 3)-

, ~Photo by Sheldon Lowenthal

Engzs Dearl supports
HIc~aa revanp~ing

By Walter Middlebrook
"'in the- future, AGT must

couple engineeri studies with
economic policies for its stt-
dents," declares Dr. Alfird H_
Keil,' Dean of the School of
EnEgieering at MIT. Keil, speak-
ing to the NUT Club of Boston at
the Aquarium Restaurant, felt
that the whole approach to edu-
cating the engineer must be re-
vamped to blend with the times.

KeWei speech, entitled "Edu-
cation of an Eangneer,1 dealt
with the many facets of engi-
neering: its past,- present, and
future, wvit the focus on the
future and how it affects the
MIT Student. He feels that the
engieers of the future must-
tae on the integrating of new
modes from old methods of
tecnol.gy

"Our students must develop
good background knowledge and
know how to apply it. They
must be creativer -- be chal-
lenged-" Keil went on to say,
"'tid fike to see this type, of
philosop hy, brought before
undergraduate students."

According to Keil, these chal-
lenges should cause the engineer
to become co~ncerned with the
conomy of manufactu red pro-

ducts, make him question the
sensibility o)f his work, and ques-
tion -the consequences of his
developments This would' re-
quire the engineer to make a
creative approach towards inns-

votive events, and requires ex-
posure to what real industrial
technology is. it would be
wrong, however, says Keil, to
consider an engineerin educa--
tion as a solid background in an
engineering science base- One.
example of the type of question
that should be raised by engi-
neers results from looking' at
slums, remarked Keil. "Instead
of thinking, let's get rid of the
slums, engineers say let's. build
low-cost housing" 

Just before the end of his
speech, Keid.remarked that we

,must make the student under-
stand the problems of labor-
Later, during the question, and
answer period, he said that we
must also make so:ciety under-
stand the problems of the'engi-.
neer. He said this in replying to

(Plea~se turn to page 7)
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.MIT fraternities vill soon
have to pay for-MIT extension
phone service.

Th reason for the change
from free servnce and the new
rates the fraternities will have to
pay were the main topics of
November second's Interfra-
ternity Conference (IFC) meet-
ing at Sigma Phi Epsilon- Eigh-
teen houses were represented at
the rdeeting-

Nominations were opened for
next year's IFC Rush Chairman
and for a replacement for Trea-
surer Maury Goodman '72 who
intends to resign befor the end
of the term, but no nominations
were made at the meeting.

-I FC chairman H~arwell
Thrasher explained that charges
for MIT extensions were drop-
ped three years ago on -the
grounds that the dormitories
were not being charged. In the
case of the dormitories, how-
ever, the charges are carried
within their operating budgets
and did not show up as individu-
'a] chares. Since it has been
found that dormitories are being
charged, the fraternities will be
charyed al~so.

The basic charge for an exten-
SiGII, Thrasher reported fis $225
per-month. In addition to: that,
there is a charge for the link
from MIT to the Cambridge ex-
change ($5-50), a charge of
$3-50 per mile for the connec-
-tions between the Cambridge ,ex-
change and' the -exchange the
house is in, and a second $5.50

ceharge for the lines from the
local exchange to the house. In
Cambridge the link from MIT
costs $8.00, and in Back Ba'r thle
total comes to $21.5( , monthly.
These are the rates that the fra-
ternities are now paying.

When 'MIT switches to Cen-
trex, the basic charge for an
MIT "extensionf" --will climb
-from $2.25 to $7.50, while the
link charges will remain the
same. However, Thrasher noted
that New England Telephone is
considering a price increase that
would raise the rates "drastic-
ally- For example, the $3_50
mileage charge would be
changed to $5.00. This would
mean that, with the Centrex
system, the total cost for a Back
Bay fraternity would be between
$30 and $40 per month.

Speaking against the reten-
tion of frternity extensions,
Thrashere outlined somne alterna-
tives. The basic charge _for a
"4regular business" phone is
S 12.00 plus message unit charges
for any calls. (Fraternities can-
not get unim~ited service as do
most individualsi.)

The, houses could also switch
their extensions to dorinlines,
but Thrasher quoted Telecom~-
munications Officer Morton Ber-
lan as saying that an outside tie
to the dormlines is probably
11easible "'but expensive-" (The
four houses -on Memorial D~rive,
however, would probably be
able to switch to dormlines con-
veniently.)

'77,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. <go'

Dr. Paul White
Photos by Dave Vogel

Stanlev Kmnow

gotten a few volunteers to man
the information booths and out
of all the activities listed in the
Guide only a few that we know
of are non-afffiated with Insti-
tute departments- This might be
because students are generating
tHeir suggestions to i-idividual
members of the departments and
they, in turn, are following up
on these ideas, and we aren't
Einding out about these or there
definitely isn't any student inter-
est. Right now, we are in despar-
ate need of student volunteers to
put up the IAP posters and keep
up the, notebooks-"

on the brighter side of things
Orlen points out that there have
been some students who have
taken the initiative and tried to
help get things rolling. "la piri--
cular, Wilfam Orchad '74 and-
Dana Clouatre '74, 'who are
members -- the Student Com-
mittee on Education Policy
(SCEP), the 1AP Task Force, and
the IAP Policy and Finance
Commintees, have done a great

deal of work to help us- We've
also had the assistance of former
student ion Sachs IV '74, who
designed the poster that's being
posted all over the campus.'

Financially speaking, requests
for funding have reached hee
$ 10,000 limit, but so far nothing
like the two or three times that
fibure thy Mr. Orlen expected-
"We are still acceptig money
requisitions and most of the
money won't be allocated unfit
Dec. 3. Our policy is that the
most worty proposals may be
funded, that-is, until the money
is used up."

Some ideas that the IAP
Committee feel are really inter-
esting this year are classes on
occult sciences and astrology,
the formation of a -German
House (which will be quite simi-
liar to Russian House), courses
OD winemakiag and fermenta-
tion, yoga exercising and medita-
tionI, scuba diving, and Oas
blows Each day more. and

:C~~ {lte to page 7)

With the publication of the
lndependent Activies Period
OAaP) Gaide set for Thursday,
the MIT cWmimun i get its
fust lpse of events scheduled
for I"s, notes Mr. Joel Orlen,
Assistant to the Provost and
Chairman of the 'IAP Com-
mittee- The Guoide is being distri-

i buted to all members of the
Bommunity and will be on dis-

play in each of the [AP informa-
tion centeBs-

Each Gufde win contain des-
criptions of amre than 500 activ-
ities that have been suggested as
offerinds for IAP_ Accrding to
MA. Orlen, "Although the -numr
bers of aeh ies am many, none
ViW be followed up unless suf fi

Cienat tftdent Ailst is 'tere."

Mr. Orlen strony stressed thie-
Point that-tudn ts must show
interest. if -they want an-activityr
Vo~nsored.

.Mr. Orn slated that he- feels
student iByft= rin -the IAP has
thenat a lowubint. Nse-only

r 1. I .
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CTAC favors
quaick creation
of proxy panel

By Pete Mancuuso
The Corporation Joint Advis-

ory Committee has made some
preliminary recommendations
on the nature of a committee to
be formed to investigate proxy
voting by the Corporation and
related matters.

These recommendations were
made at a CJAC meeting last

,Thursday night held to discuss
the Bowman Report on matters
related to proxy voting.

The report suggested that
CJ&hC, or a "CUAC-type" corn-
mittee, take on the problem of
buildiiig a mechanism to deal
with such questions.

At. the meeting, George
Thorn', speaking as a guest, asked
CJAC- on behalf of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Corpora-
tion to either take on the
reponasiblity itself or suggest an
apparatus for doing so.

The- consensus among the
CJAC, members was that the
work load of such a responsibil-
ity would simply be too great.
Feelings were also expressed that
CJAC had both too little exper-
tise and too many people to do
the job properly. -

It was thought, rather, that a
committee should be appointed
by-President Wiesner, consisting
of members of every branch of
the Institute's community-

The matter of the autonomy
of such a committee drew a
geat deal of discussion from the
various members. Originally, the
suggestion was made that the.
committee should be a subcom-

tPlease turn to page 3,

Eor crones

of experts
Burt- sa* Men~

ssp Wisve
By Kena Knyfd .

Two recent visitors to China
stated that they were "impressed
by the spirit and high level of
competence" they found in the
Red Giant of the East.

The comments were made by
Dr. -Paul White (of Massachusetts
General Hospital) and Profesr
Ethan Signer (of MIT) at the
morning seminar of Saturday's
China sympossium

_--.IIL~ "q~b Dr. White
two afternoon had been rumor-

!Chinsa Sympo- ed by te BBC
pags 2 And -3. - to have visited

_k"-~- China to treat
Chairman Mao. He quicr assufr-
-ed -the audience this was not the
-case; and in fact he had not seen
Mao, Chou, or any other politi-
cal leaders during his stay'

He did, however, visit several
hospitals, a child care center, a
deaf mute clinc, and various
other facilities. Dr. White ex-
pressed suprise over the high
L-vel of -both- technology and
'=WTCgi al sk at all these places,
-but he noted that the Chinese-
made - lacked some- western
_sophistication. Traditional vit-
age doctors are being retraiined

(Please zurn to page 2J
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at it from the other side .-As the
state quota - the amount of
produce which the collective
must sell to the state at state
prices - is not reduced (on the
basis that the added mouths of
the students are more than corn-
pensated for by their added
arms), the peasants only'consid-
er whether the student does hard
work.

This system may waste some
talent, but the Chinese are. al-
ways on the watch for the ex-
ceptional students. As a Mule, the
worker's son has a much better
chance of being allowed to con-
tinue his studies, but in a coun-
try the size of China there are
more 'than enough lower class
people to supply a good number
of intellectuals.

Vogel looked at the results of
Chineise political agitation and
some or its organization. Every
two or three years, in what the
Chinese refer to as a wave, there
is a dramatic effort to make a
major breakthrough to prevent
rigidificatiol. and a-. lapse back
into elitism.

I Mao hinself stated that vio-
lence is sometimes justifwdie, and
Chou admitted that there were
at least one hundred thousand
casualties in the Cultural Revolu-
tion. It is believed that the purge
of 1954 against the counter-
revolutionaries left some eight
hundred thousand dead.

These purification programs
follow a basic pattern. First
there is a major publicity (or
propaganda, if you prefer) cam-
paign to get the people stirred
up. Then a mass mobilization is
organized to criticize the wrongs-
of the old society.' The smear
campaign becomes more -and
more specific until 'individuals.

-and several major targets are-
singled out. A direct overt purge
follows in which people -are ac-'
cused and then paraded. To con-
trol and defame those -who
aren't following, the workers are
encouraged to look or any who
can be identified for having one
of the unacceptable traits and to
bring them to the attention of
all.

(Please turn to page 7)

By Storn 1ma
In the "Chinese Society and

Internal Polttics" seminar last
Saturday, 'Professors Thomas
Bernstein of Yale and Ezra
Voel of Harvard concentrated
on the Maoist anti-elitist-activi
ties and -the reorganization of
government systems after the.
periodic ihakeups.

Bernstein has studied the
Chinese system of sending a
large number of urban secondary
school students to the country
to work as peasants, possibly for
lifet A haphazard program until
1967 and the Cultural Revolu-
tion, it is now applicable to all
of the upper echelons as- even
the present poitical leaders are
encouraged to sever elitist ex-
pectatiBons from education.

There are probably several
reasons for this action. With a
low level of concentration and
specialitation> there is undoubt-
edly a shortage of urban jobs.
Philosophtically, this reduces the
capacity of the current adult
elite from passing on opportuni-
ties and privileges-to their chil-
dren. There is a slight possibility
that the Chinese leadership also
wishes to develop the backward
areas.

Such a developmental plan IS
highly unlikely, as the students
are the ones whomust adapt to
their circumstances. Although
used to working hard in school
oriented jobs, they find the pea-
sant life stunningly tough and
rigorous. Though the.'political
elite is subject to this also, it is
usually the children of the old
intellectual and upper classes
that are singled out. Some fail to
adapt and.flee to Honeg Kong,
where. Prof. Bernstein has inter
viewed many. They feel bitter,
as if it was the end of their
future; they don't believe that if
they 'had worked well they
mignt- lhave been allowed to re-
turn to the'city.

Some do. go on and, when
they have adapted, snay be sent
back to school to learn skills
that will enable- them to take
higher positions in the, village.
Rarely are they allowed to leave
- those that do advance or move
to the cityare almost inevitably
of the woring class. Although
the refugees may have valid
grievances, it must be . remem-
bered that they are the ones who
failed to fit in - the misfits.

The peasants, of course, look

fContinued From page 1)
in modemn techniques, a program
which promises to provide an
adequate supply of'doctors for
the country.

This same respect for tradi-
tion guides many of the new
fields being investigated by the
Chinese. Dr. White repeatedly
referred to one traditional field
in particular, acupuncture, as be-
ing rie for Sino-American coop-
eration in reasearch. This use of
pins and electricity to deaden
certain selected parts of the
body: has' many advantages,
eliminating certain post-
operative complications caused
by the use of western anes-
thetics.

Professor Signer, a biolQgist,
spoke of the changing role of
science and the scientist in China
since the cultural revolution.

The new projects normall~y
involve the researcher in ap ply-

ing to practical situations the
research he has been doing. Signh
'er told of a botanist -who had
been doing general research on
plant behavior and moved-to a
communl to work on developing
more productive crops for that
area.

In the same way, eserchers
have been developing much
stronger ties, with industry. This
contact with the w-orkers is also
part of the attempt to eliminate
the elitism' of university people
and to change the role of the
scientist to fit tHe slogan "sci-
ence to serve the people."

Both speakers were very
impressed by the extent to
which - Chia really is a "peo-
p le's" republic. Nevertheless,
they both reported wage differ-
entials among various types of
workers almost identical to
those found in the US.
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You worked hard for that new car ofayours. Now- all you've
got to do is take care of it. Part of it's using-the right.
-gasoline. Amocoo. The type most new car owner
manuals recommend.

Amoco is specially formulated for your new carts anti-
pollution engine. Mad-e to help it run better longer. And
Amoco car double the life of your tail pipe and-muffler
compared to fully leaded gasolines, spark plugs last
longer, too.

Amoco Super-Premium gives you all theses benefits plus-
better mileage than other premiums. It's the only ahti-
pollution premium gasoline-you can buy.

That's one reason why more new car buyers switch to
Amoco and other gasolines at American than any
other brand.

So now that you've got that new car, use the gasoline
you can count on.

You ve got a new car Weeve got a new car gasolnre.

You -expectmore from, Am "ican ad 
You-epect ore fom Aerca n youk get it..-.

' 122ARVARD AUALLSTOH , AJ254-9312

322 BEACOM STSTON. MAJM46t964

149 CHARLIES SUBOSTO. : U"523-IM

300 WAS& VJ XtB 1GE6i-39
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Sib Wi13e-xaxnIw
-- changiw Chia scenea

"I put a lot of bread
into a down paymet on -my new car

And I'm not going to blow it.-
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have been included in past trea-
ties with other nations (enume-
rated by Kaw). For good will to
exist, these conditions must be
satisfied.

The first issue will most likely
be that of Taiwan. China desires
to achieve territorial integrity; it
is determined to liberate the'
island. All that prevents the suc-
cessful completion of this great
goal is the misplaced US pre-
sence. China has been careful
not to provoke an armed con-
flict with the US but it has felt
wronged and expects that Amer-
icans will not oppose the libera-
tion of Taiwan and leave it to
the Chinese. The US will be
asked to remove its military
forces; if we agree "then normal-
ization will come as a matter of
course. The Nixon trip is de
facto recognition of the People's
Republic of China."

In his concluding remarks,
Tang stated "As all Christians
know, God permits the existence
of all temporal authority - in-
cluding China."

US-China in the Future
Tretiak, as Co-chairman of

the Committee for a New China
Policy, made his feeling, that the
People's Republic of China is the
sole legitimate government,
known at the outset. He then

(Please turn to page 7)
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THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY GETAWAY SERVICE-
FROM CAMPUS! New York City Hartford, Conn.FROM CAMPUS!

DIRECT TO: $10.45 one'way $6.20 one way
- $19.90 round trip $11.80 round trtp

Other tickets available. Buses leave from Vassar St. (Gym) Tickets,
information, and reservatiorns available: Call 353-3641 from 7-10pm
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All polyester/cotton in assorted wo- -
ven prints-eight exciting new color $ 00
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By Storm Kauffman
Professors Ying-Mao Kaw of

Brown University, Ishwer Ojha
of Boston University, Peter Tang
of Boston College, and Daniel
Tretiak from York- University
looked largely at the events of
the past and upcoming year in
"US-Chinese RelationsY'

Kaw' began by stating that
"1971 -is undoubtedly'a drama-
tic year in Chinese-American
relations." The current hatred of
the Chinese for the Americans
can be attrib'ted to numerous
things: U.S. involvement in the
Chinese civil wars, the contempt
of late 19th cen-tury Americans
for the Chinese, the middle king-
dom dislike of foreigners, and
the ideological dispute. Mao em-
phasized that China has either
friends or enemies and the U.S.
can only fit into the enemy
category in such a black and
white consideration.

The Chinese have not really
"been aware that the American
paper tiger has nuclear teeth."
They believe that, if they push
hard and long enough the capita-
listic system must collapse. We
have misinterpreted the Chinese
as aggressive and expansionist.
Much of their. bravado is merely
rationalization of their policies.

The US since World War 11
has taken a negative attitude to
the Corfimunist challenge, and
the basis of this action has been
fear of Communism. Our techni-
cal and economic aid to other
countries is-based on this same
fear. Since 1949 we have tried to
contain and isolate China with
our Asian treaties, embargo, UN
nonrecognition policy, and aid
to Taiwan.

In Chinese foreign policy,
China is for the first time a great
power and is determined to
claim the respect it feels it
deserves. It demands that it be
allowed peaceful coexistence,
freedom from- interference in in-

temrnal affairs, -free -trade; and
recognition of its sovereign
rights.

Kaw suggested that the audi-
ence try to imagine the positions
of the two ,countries reversed
with guerilla war in Mexico and
China supporting a rebel govern-
ment in Hawaii. Such a picture
does 10ok threatening, and so it
must look to China in Vietnam
and Taiwan. 

The US, as the stronger,
should be the one to take the
initlative in easing tension, but it
appears that China was the one
which tried. Prof. Kaw doubted
'that there would be much real
improvement in relations until
the US made a basic shift in its
attitude of negative anticom-
munism to some sort of positive
and realistic approach. The least
likely to change of all US poli-
cies is that of military contain-
ment.

1971 Events Overdue
Ojha began by agreeing that

1971 was a prestigious year but
that it was eighteen to twenty-
four months overdue. In 1969
the US was already taking steps
to ease restrictions and a year
earlier had realized that a war
cannot be won with an antagon-
istic populace and that a diplo-
matic bridge to the Asian main-
land was needed.

"America has had no .Asan
policy for the last twenty
years." We couldn't find anyone
to replace the Nationalists as the
counterweight to Communism
although we tried in India and
Japan.

Since the early 1960's the
Soviets and Chinese have been
perpetually in conflict. A rap-
prochment with either the Sovi-
ets or the Americans was neces-
sary; the Chinese decided that it
was foolish-that we continue to
pretend to ignore each other. As
they came out of the Cultural
Revolution, the Chinese were

greatly frightened'by the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia.
Thus, the US and China would
probably have gotten together
much sooner if not for Cam-
bodia and Laos.

The Chinese had been wor-
ried about the possibility of
Vietnamization succeeding but
Laos convinced them that they
had no need to be concerned.
The Nixon policy convinced
them that the American Presi-
dent would no longer overstep
Congressional orders.

Ojha then looked at some of
the American allies in the area -
those that would share the US
problem of altering their poli-
cies. Japan presents the major
possibility of crisis as it has been
following the artificial expedi-
ence of ignoring Asia and tying
itself to-the US. It has up to now
avoided serious decisions but
may soon begin low level talks
with China, which has dropped
all of its unreasonable demands
such as billions in reparations
from World War II. Japan may
meet its obligations or it could
move away from the US toward
the Soviets.

Ojha predicted that as China
moves more and more into
world politics, it and the USSR
will- become the powers in the
Middle East and Africa.

China: Pillar of Communism
"China has become the savei-

our and pillar of the interna-
tional -'Communist movement,"
Tang stated. Further, "China is
the challenger to the US led
imperialism and the Soviet led
revisionism. China is dedicated
to the idea of a Communist
world of Communist peoples."
Nixon is being allowed to visit
because his presence indicated
the possibility of peaceful coex-
istence.

The basis for normalization
of relations with the US will be
the same five principles that

1;

- (Continued from page 1)
olution of 1966.

After speaking in depth of
the current instability within
China, Karnow .turned to the
question of future stability for
the country, particularly con-
sidering the recent entry into the
United Nations and President
Nixon's planned visit to Peking
before next May.

He said-that he thought the
"welcoming of China into the
international community will
help to stabilize the nation, as
will the recognition of China ...
because of the need for techno-
logical and economic aid." Kar-
now explained that China thinks
"we're getting out of Vietnam,
and they are quite convinced we
have been defeated and are being
forced to withdraw" so Vietnam
will not be a crucial issue-when
Nixon does go to Peking. He
added that the "Chinese don't
Like the 'North Vietnamese and
vice-versa."

in responding to questions
after his speech, Karnow implied
that the Chinese are very con-
cerned about their future rela-
tions with the rest of the world,
including the United States. He
said the main concerns of the
Chinese are their own internal
problems, their situation with
the Soviet Union which is build-
ing up her forces on the Sino-
Soviet border, and future rela-
tions between Mainland and
Nationalist China (Taiwan).

Karnow said that talks be-
tween China and the US.S.R.
"are going nowhere," which is
complicating China's relations
with many of her neighboring
·countries. He added that the fear
that the Chinese hold of the
Japanese remilitarizing may lead

to improved U.S.-China rela-
tions, as right now the United
States is primarily responsible
for the defense of Japan, where
otherwise Japan would most
likely develop a nuclear arsenal,
and in his words, "China would
rather deal with us than with
Japan."

Turning to the complex situa-
tion between Mainland and
Nationalist China, Karnow said
that there are- two alternatives
for Taiwan. The first is that
"China makes -a political deal
with Taiwan after the death of
Chaing-kai Shek, where Taiwan
may remain autonomous but
would be associated with the
Mainland," or that there would
be an "independent .Taiwan,

where the leaders of Taiwan
come to terms with China," a
prospect which the Chinese are
worried about, as they still claim
to represent the people of Tai-
wan.

Finally, in predicting the
future position of China on an
international scale, Karnow com-
mented that "China is not a
power and will not be in the
sense of the United States, the
Soviet Union, or Japan because
of its population versus avail-
ability of resources, and China is
not an actual threat to the
United States" as we have heard
in the past. He concluded by
predicting that "China, not the
U.S. will turn out to be the real
'Paper Tiger.' "
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A great value! This double-breasted
peacoat is quilt-lined, has a large
notched collar and slash welt poc-
kets. in navy blue only, sizes S,M,
L and XL.

CIAC favors
quick creation
of proxy panel

/Continued from page 1)
rittee of CJAC. This would put
CJAC in more of a position to
give advice. It would also bring
the workings of the subcommit-
tee back to the community in
the form of the CJAC forum.
Lastly it would assure good com-
munications between the com-
mittee and CJAC.

The major arguments for
autonomy for the committee
were that it would need sweep-
ing power in some areas if it is to
do its job properly. Further-
more, it is a hindrance to such a
committee if it, finds itself

'-responsible to CJAC for every-
thing that it does. It could also
put CJAC in an embarassing
situation at times.

In a related matter, it did not
seem that the question of the
extent to which CJAC should
provide guidelines for the com-
mittee had been entirely settled
either.

What did seem to be perfectly
agreed upon was that the com-
mittee should be appointed just
as soon as possible. This is essen-
tial if they are to accomplish any
significant work on this year's
proxies. The questions of appro-
priations also compels expedi-
ency.

China-US relatio ns: past and -ture 
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Red stability called illusion

MORE GREAT BUYS
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ABORTION
that is safe,

legal &

men's double-breasted
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1499
SPECIAL

0 0inexpensive
can be set up on an ' 

outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy

Education, Service
(215) 722-5360
24 hours - 7 days .

for professional, confidential
and caring help

famous California maker
polyester/cotton jeans
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Second-class postage paid at -Boston,
Massalchusetts. The.Tech is published-twice
a week- during the college year, .except,
during college vacations, and once: duri'ng
the first wleek in August, by The -Tech,
-Room W20-483, MIT'Student Center,,s 84
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, -Massa-
chusetts 02139. Telephone: 767 6460
ext. 2731 or 1541. .

* Al l st ud en t's s hould obtain an
examination schedule at' the Information
Of fice, Room 7-1 1 l . Examinations not listed
or a conflict in examinations (such as two
exams in the same time'-period) must be
reported to the Schedules Offilce, E 19-338,
by Wed., Nov. 24.

The Julliard Strinlg Quartet will 'perform
at a memorial concert for -he late Professor
Gregory Tucker in Kresge on Sat., Nov 20 at
8:30 pm. Free tickets are available by mail
only from the Miisic Office, 14N-233B. Limit
of two tickets per person.

*"Which Way Vietnam? " A panel
discussion with Noam Clhormky, Cynthia
Frederick, and Ngo Vinh Long followed by a
meeting with Peace Action Gr(?ups on what
can be done,,is being sp~onsored- by the MIT
Peace Action Coalition in Kresge tonight
(Tues.) at 8 pmn..:

BATON SOCIETY, MIT's musical
honorary club, will h-old'itvs first meeting of
the year tomorrow (wed.) at 31 15 pin in the
Musical Clubs 'office,, W20-439. Anyone
interested in any facet of music- at,.'.MIT,
organized or unorganized, is urged to attend
or call X6294 or dl9-131) if interested. : 

Students and faculty- members interested
in more effective -use 'of the major reference 
tool, '"Sci~ence Citation. lndeix," are urged -to
attend one of two User Seminars to' be
conducted by' Robert -1 Shank.-of the
Institute of Scientific Information, on Tues.,
Nov. 23: at 9:30 am, in "Haydeni- Library
Conference Room ( 14S-06 I 5); at 2:30 pm', in
Barker Library Orientation Ri.0Qm.(10-500)..

* Goodbye Mayta,- Hello God,"'a -musical
play in pra~ise 'of Meher:Baba produced by the
Society for Av~ata -Metier Baba, will be
performed int Paine.;Hall, Harvard on'Sat.,
Nov. 20 at7:45 pm. Admission free.'

Jean Mayer, M.D., Professor of Nutrition
at Harvard and member of the Cenlter for
Population Studies, will speak can "Nutrition
in America and Abroad" tomorrow (Wed.) at
8pm at the First Parish Church in C~ambridge,

3 Church St. Harvard Sq.

*MIT Zero Population Growth, will be
meeting in the Student Ceriteri Rooih-473, on
Mon., Nov. 29, at 7:30 pmn.

* .The U~ndergraduate. Association is
sponsoring a meeting open to all students, at
which members of various. decision-making
factions around the Instit'ute, (e.g.,. deans,
faculty commiftte haipec)wilb
present. The meeting will have an informal,

question-and-answer structure. It will be held
in the Student Center next Tues., Nov. 16 at
4pm. Refreshments w'ill be served. -

* BICYCLISTS! Anyone interested in
serving on a shor.t-term 'committee on
bicycles and 6icycle parking' a t MIT, please
contact John Kryzwicki at Undergraduate
Association Office, W20-49 1, X9798.

* Freshman: Instittite Froshcomm is now
functioning (more or less). If you 'are

'interested in improving this place from the
freshman standpoint, come to the
froshcomm meetings, everiy other Wednesday
at 7:30. The next meeting will be Wed., Nov.
17 at 7:30 in Room 400 of the Student
Center, and activities for the near future will

be discussed.

ERC Colloquium: "A proposed Open
University -for Massachusetts." Introduction
by Jerrold Zacharias, MiT; panel discussion

with Edward Moore, Chancellor of Mass.
Board of Higher Education, and members of.
Education Development Center, Education
Research Center, and MIT faculty. Wed.,
Nov. ! 7, 12 noon, Room 1-390. - -

* Graduate or undergraduate students are,
needed for community health -project. An

interdisciplinary team of law and medical
students and their faculty members has .been

set up to develop a health service in Roxbury.
Students are needed for surveys, 'analysis of
need 'of facility, location and design.-Three

consecutive hours,· .2 days a 'week are
necess.ary. Starts Dec. l. Call Jim King,
X45 23. Credit~might be possible.

· . . . · ·
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':' .By'Robert Fouter. ; established system,.butto ugh a:change became.a radical.(wb

- ost people who have been here.l1ng in aititude. The classes of 69 and 70had ·69ong. u and '70 had ~~~~~~disruptinl~ a: classtoo:
enough -to remember Mike Albert, don't .a-different view' of their participation in the Commission be a
recall him as :a particuIarly avid educa tiings, and. the faculty were no longerso no t unlike itself: I
tional reformer. They. remember his sure- of their position.'. standard -four student
image at the- hei'~it. of his "power" - a It is'hard to pin down the cause. of this Five :members of
radical "leader" who rose with his elec- new attitude, which was also no doubt a mittee dissented, recc
tion as UA:P in -the spring of 1969. cause of the more obviously political Commission in the

Jim Smith's meteorc career paralleled activism on campus 1968-1970. Perhaps committee Not sin
Albert's, and he isn't often talked of -as a the' agent was' change itself, or more . student was among. t]
partisan' of educational reform -either. accurately the accelerationof change, and written by Prof.
After running secon'd in'the UAP race, he- its'effect on serene decision-making. Sure- whom President Joh
became locally- famous' as editor or a ly'thei Lewis Committee's report was- chairman of the C
left-wing campus newspaper. obsolete -:the Commission was. seen as Education.

Yet Albert, who had, an exemplary its successor, after all,,- when disciplines . -.
academic record, spent much of his time no longer remained, within the boundaries A:floodand an encore
that spring- advocating a rather detailed of departments and-schools, and the 'Given this scena1
scheme for the elimination of all subject government (war) research issue had failu o: alre to live up to il
requirements. -And Smith, who left with- 'come to'a head. Even the CCCP reforms, Lewis Committe'e" c,
out graduating (reportedly he never'tini- not five years. old,-were being obsoleted.
shed freshman-physics), .actively pushed by new experiments. - Its; complete ine.f
his plan' for' establishment of a B.A. In any case,'-student' participation in failure to'.-produce.
degree. -eoision-naking was already a strongly ' even one recommen

There's a facile lesson in all this: if established principle by spring, 1969, be impemeteAler a ... b--... ... e ,implemented '
Albert and Smith, and many -less promi- though-It had yet to play an important change -- can only
nent students like. them; had kept their. role.!In. the previous year or two student members incompati
attention on. educational reform, instead memberships- had' been established on tence in the given
of espousing political activism, their ef- virtually all faculty committees; the elec- member who quit ir
forts .might -have resulted in a lasting tion which :made Albert UAP'also ap- 'mee'tmngwhere Comnlcontribution to- education at the Insti- proved.. a referendum changing student gued 'at length abc
tute -. - government to provide. specificc means for

Therbes an' easy rejoinder, too: they nominating studentmembers. More mili- ' ge i rstaffers ended up-never had a real chance. After a proposal tant action (a sit-in in which Mike Albert - . P :
to abolish-the Institute chemistry require- was prominent) had, won open- faculty. were loftenptnl o~aff ment pro-voked- a narrow-minded 'and meetings, ,' ' : ~~ attempts to "stimulirrational debate in the fall and winter of Studentsalso claimed an equal place in atp - stm.

19~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ means of lavishn g
1968 (and eventual narrow defeat), the opposing war research in the special labs. . f .'reams of transcripts,President let it -be known that further Thus emerged a Review Panel on Special re th lacriftf
academic changes would be actively dis- Laboratories (Pounds Panel) whose 22 .. P. . .listen to individualcouraged until a full-scale review of the members included four students.. It was -. · nprofile of MIT for nreducational process-could be mounted. the prototype for the Commission, which p f ....

The ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~not finihed in time t,The truth of the matter, no doubt, lies also had four' students among its, dozen . · .
This state of affairsomewhere in. the middle and is harder to members.. .. ' - .......

administrators whoexplain .. It might'-help to keep in mind, The Pounds Panel was an opposite of . .ho
however, that in the two-years in which the elite study' groups: it was important financed the Commi'

memb ers. They 'hadthe Commission. on: MIT Education has not so much that its members be highly -
come and.gone, and:has been succeeded resteemed as that they be widely deupre- chac
by -a faculty Task Force on Education sentative of the factions in the matter. In . i
which has all but decided what changes the turmoil that-prevailed, this may have . the . ,...will . . ... ' as.poserole, hadn' itwill actually' be made, there have been no been the only credible solution. But the . .. ........
student reformersvorth remembering. - Panel's recommendations were so weak to get advde, and· .... .. , · ' ,. ,.'. '. ,. '~~~~liKe the Pounds Pan

. .. and were appendixed. by so many dis- apathy and the death' senting views that the issue began to die PY..Representation challenges the elite case of the special
In a few weeks the Task Force's report and the admiistraoble eventuality

will be finished and released for corm- pleas.ed; MIT's philosophy in.the face of' disaster a sure re
war research is still unsettled.ment; The full-scale review will be over ' .'n'e.'l.d' piecemeal reformnju

Meanwhile a Planning Committee forand implementation, hopefully, will be--a' off
gin. In the meantime, it is worth taking a the Commission released its report in c - So while in publ:
look at how 'those of us who paid for August 1969, before ~ts membersc-were thanlsee 'the Pounds Panel'smfatewand beforwhat was called "education" participated see the Pounds Panel s fate, and before duly discussed, beh
in its review the Panel s only undergraduate member ;],,,o~ o,,ratin bee
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In the traditional way of analyzing an
educational system, student participation
is no problem: it does not,-eist. Typical-
ly, a group of about -half a dozen percep-
tive and highly regarded faculty members
is charged With the investigation, and
they are expected like all good educators
to seek out student feelings before reach-
ing their conclusions. They are told to
approach their charge with open minds,
so that ideally any student's viewpoint is
considered as seriously as any of their
colleagues'. In the end they write a
unified report which deals with every-
one's concerns, and may serve as. the basis
for specific actions.

The-definitive example of this process
at MIT was the Lewis Committee of
twenty years ago. Its report showed
exceptional insight into the post-war situ-
ation of MIT, while proposing the present
school-and-department organization of'
MIT academics. It was amazingly pres-
cient, too, foreseeing problems in human-
ities -instruction and government-
sponsored research, which, unacted upon,.
came back to haunt us in the late sixties.

"Elite" committees do sometimes
work, then, and there were several more
here in the following decades which were
responsible for various degrees of change
(a report of the Committee on Curricu-
lum Content Planning [CCCP] in 1964,
for example, led to overhaul of the
general Institute science requirements).
But in the absence of evidence that
groups of different composition which
might not do equally good work, all
arguments for leaving change in the hands
of the senior faculty boil down to plati-
tudes about the wisdom of age and
experience, while arguments against the
concept of elite committees are seldom
more than invective on- the wisdom of
youth and the follies of the old Who are
set in their ways. - >

It is not surprising, then, that-direct
student participation in decision making
came, not due to any new failing in the

However, it's an open secret that the
-First Division proposal had little chance
of success in its · original form; the Task
Force has transformed it into an adminis-
trative office of a "Dean for Undergrad-
uates." It. is also expected to propose
expansion of student involvement in re-
search (similar to what is 'done through
UROP now) so. that it may occupy as
much -as a quarter of a student's time as
an undergraduate and satisfy certain re-
quirements; and a separate division of
education research will be suggested..

Significantly, the Rogers Task Force is
a return to the elite committee method of
education reformation. Its six members
include one Commission member (Wid-
nall), one -department chairman -(Press,
XII), one assistant department chairman
(French, Vill), one dean (Snyder), and a
full professor from an engineering depart-
ment (Gallagher, VI). There are no stu-
dents; a student advisory group was
formed, but at its last meeting only one
member showed.

At present it seems clear that any
educational reform in the next year or
two will come out of the Task Force's
work; and it is certain that students will
have' no direct say in implementation. For
the record, students' exclusion is justified
because it--would make. presentation of
the specifics to the faculty more difficult;
but most of the changes will be adminis-
trative; requiring no faculty vote. (Signifl-
cant faculty disapproval would be hard to
ignore, of coumse, ·'and much harder to

: ignore than student disapproval.)
So we: have a new Lewis Committee

a'corrasable theis?
At the last meeting of the

Committee on Graduate School Policy
the Graduate Student Council pro-

-posed a major change in the require-
ment for the archival copy of graduate
theses. Citing the financial-burden of
the present standards-for a paper copy;
the GSC asked that the theses-be kept
in a microform, This would eliminate
the' complications of producing an
archival copy on acid-free paper with
corrections made only. by erasure and
hand-drawn formulas only in india
ink.

The CGSP passed without a dissent-
ing vote the proposal of the Graduate
Student Council - "that the present
requirements for submission of a paper
copy or archival quality be replaced by
the requirement for submission of a
paper copy from which archival qual-

ity microform can be made for all
graduate theses beginning with those
submitted for graduate degrees in Feb-
ruary 1972. The cost of the microfilm-
ing to be borne by the student and the
present requirement for the second
(Library) copy shall remain
unchanged."

The effect of this change, though
requiring the first copy to be clean,
complete and legible, allows the use of-
ordinary bond' paper, including Cor-
rasable Bond, permits corrections to
be made by Snowpake, Correctape and
similar shortcuts, allows computer,
printouts, and drawings not to require
the use of,-, India -ink. The' rles "for
margins and Other typing instructions
remain the same -as douthe rules for the-
second or, Library copy. These-rules
are not changed -by the CGSP vote.
Further detailed instructions will be
issued" by the Graduate School Office
in the near future.
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Living groups could promote greater
interaction with the real community
around them rather than accepting the
isolation that has been foisted on college
students by their traditional segregation
into dormitories, fraternities and student-
apartment areas.

Small-scale, low-key social activities,
aimed at improving the relationships
within the group as a whole rather than
simply providing entertainment, might be
sponsored. Rather than looking outside
the group for "entertainment," the Jan-
uary period might provide a good oppor-
tunity to encourage "internal" efforts.
Coffee houses and group-produced drama
might well be fruitful directions in which
to move.

Activities which bring together faculty
members and students on an informal,
non-artificial basis should be encouraged.
Non-academic projects, social activities
and discussions of common problems of
personal growth might provide suitable
meeting grounds.

Living groups might also f'id it profit-
able to organize trips away from MIT.
During January, Talbot House in Ver-
mont could be utilized during the week as
well as on weekends for intensive group
activities. If such outings can be organ-
ized so that they reflect a more realistic
distribution of age groups than the usual
college living environment, they could be
tremendously beneficial in promoting
personal growth and in understanding the
problems that people of all ages face.

This can only be one person's list of
possibilities for exploiting the January
period. There is a great need for activities
which can work at a personal level, but
only those that develop from within the
group have much chance of succeeding.

UROP
An opportunity exists in political science
research for one or two undergraduates.
You can start any time, although there is
work to be dohe immediatedy. The research
concerns content analysis and its application
to the Boston press, particularly concerning
the issue of welfare. Both government and
Movement resources will be used in the
study. Contact E. Goldenberg, evenings,
776-6132, or call x6044 and leave a message
for reply.

Food Habits and Taboos - 3 or 4 students
to find, sort, and read material researched
by Dr. M. Whiting on the food habits and
taboos of a group of South African and
South American populations. Interested stu-
dents should contact Dr. E.R. Pariser, Room
2 C-110, x2040.
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after all Its members are no newcomers
to educational innovatitonthcugh, aod
their report may yet stand'up to-Lewis's
20 years ago.

Are elite committees better by nature
than representative ones? Incomplete evi-
dence says yes; but groups are no more
than their members can make -them, and
~erhaps the results might just as likely
hae been otherwise with different people
in different circumstances.. Perhaps, too,
the distinction is not so great as it is made
to seem here: might mot students serve on
a small-decision-making body?

It may be that the days of all-faculty
task forces will soon be over. The relative
calin of the last year and a half has not,
put off the acceleration of change, and
perhaps only a full-fledged student mem-
ber will be able to represent those whose
youths are decades removed from their
teachers'.

Then again, perhaps as long as adminis-
trators can influence the choice of stu-.
dent representatives, the most-- quickly
chosen will- be those who most resemble
their elders. The Jim Smiths and Mike
Alberts, the renegades worth remem-
berinig, wiR still leave the system, one way
or another.

Several questions of
importance persist

Do students care about these intrica-
cies? Should they?

.While the first question is hard to
reply to (a lot hinges on what one has to.
do to "care"), the answer to the second is
definitely yes..Few students can truth-
fully declare that their studies do not
dominate their lives, or that MIT will
leave no mark on them when they leave
it. Of course "educational reform" can be
defined -to encompass nothing greater
than the fate of the chemistry require-
ment -and sometimes it will be, if
students don't make their-interest known.

And is allr this for real? It's been two
and a half years since planning for the
Commission began and what's been ac-
complished so far you could describe in
less than 25 words -..

Release of the Task Force report was
scheduled for September, but refinement
of Rogers' first draft has stretched on and'
on - the Task Force doesn't even have a
final draft to show around -yet. Dean
Snyder declares work will be done in a
week or two, however; he foresees limited
implementation next term and a full-scale
test by next school year.

How will you tell a "full-scale imple-
mentation?" Look for: appointment of
an important new dean; announcement of
new student-faculty research opportu-
nities for incoming freshmen, as well as
returning students; or a big fuss about
any change that might effect your educa-
tion.

If next year is the same as this, it's
time to yell.
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w/ll fail to develop. If,.on the other hand,
these encounters are supportive and lov-
ing (in the sense that the other is willing
to accept one's ',eai" identity) the per-
son will flourish and be able to develop
his own self-identity, without having to
rely on numerous "false-self" systems
for protection.

MIT students need these personal en-
counters just as other people do, and
faced with the general impersonality of
their educational environment, they turn
to their living groups where the formation
of supportive relationships can only be a
matter of chance.

The time has come for a conscious
effort to be made to eliminate this
element of chance from our living envi-
ronment. Frequently, the pressures of the
Institute push personal relationships into
a second-rate priority. Meeting the de-
mands of a heavy course-load leaves too
little time for getting to know anybody
but your roommate. The IAP, in effect an
academic "breather," offers a real oppor-
tunity for improving the living environ-
ment at and around MIT.

MIT, as an institution, possesses cer-
tain resources that can be put to work to
improve the situation. The psychiatric
and counseling staffs have expertise in
psychology and. in understanding the
problems of growth. The faculty in gen-
eral could provide a pool of under-
standing individuals from which living
groups could draw to improve their envi-
ronment. (Perhaps' the Corporation and
even the general.Cambridge-Boston coem-
munity could be involved.) And these
resources must be opened up.

In addition there are certain "outside"
resources that can be brought to bear on
the problems of growth. Psychologst/wri-
ters such as Laing and, Erickson have
added to the popular literature of psy-
chology and are particularly germane to
the subject. The entire field of develop-
mental psychology offers "objective" in-
formation on dealing with the problem of
growth.

Living groups themselves constitute a
real resource for promoting personal
growth. By sponsoring activities as a
group, and by fostering attitudes which
are more conducive to the acceptance of
individuals, organized living groups can
make a major contribution. During IAP,
they might sponsor semi-formal discus-
sions on "human growth" or "intelligent
living" which could draw on the more
formal resources available and provide a
context for looking at the problems each
person faces as he grows.

.By Lee Giuere
An informal survey conducted last

Feb 'rary. pointed up the fact that while
no MIT ' ung group had organized any
activities for the Independent Activities
Period, there was a recurring feeling
among their members that the period,
with its reduced pressures, had been
beneficial in fostering group interaction.
Again this year, it appears no living group
has begun planning to take advantage of
the January period, in contrast to the
wide range of "educational" activities
proposed by Institute department and
offices.

What this means is that again this year,
"educational" innovation and experimen-
tation during the January period will be
limited to attempts at altering education
within an academic context, while what is
perhaps a more important aspect, per-
sonal interactions in everyday living situa-
tions, is being overlooked. The MIT Com-
mission, in its broad report, touched
upon the issue of the environment and
the growth of the well-educated man, but
their work in this area was vague, offering
no concrete suggestions. The Student
Committee on Educational Policy pre-
pared a more comprehensive study on the
subject of personal relations within living
groups, and presented its work to the
Rogers Task Force on Education.

It seems that Panel's recommenda-
tions, however, will neglect this topic,
concentrating instead on the more ap-
proachable problem of the-formal curric-
ulum.

In all this excitement to reform "edu-
cation," however, the most important
component, the student's personal, day-
to-lay interactions, has been largely ig-
nored. In spite of what the "innovators"
may wish to believe, most of a student's
growth takes place through his relation-
ships with other people, and in spite of
what they may wish, most of these
relationships are developed outside the
formal curriculum.

Given these propositions, it follows
that the real focus of educational innova-
tion and, improvement must be within
each student's living group. Unless he can
find himself in a strong, supportive envi-
ronment, a growing person may find the
struggle to develop a secure identity too
difficult and succumb to his own "false
selves." He will be unable to develop a
strong, self-assured existential identity.

The kind of personal growth that leads
to the development of self-identity can
proceed -only through face-to-face en-
counters with other people. If these
encounters are. predominantly hostile,
growth will be stunted - the personality i
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larger -slary,. and-. mostl'ia
prow ing them with a "ithter-Wrl
than the other T.A.'s (for._ example, by
not requiring, them to grade xeports).

A final mecans for, bringing additionai
expertise into the habonatory (one whic~ii
experienced some suc6cess hin 5.33 L
fall), -is-. to mzake each T.A. /ia
respon~sible for some epdnn t~
fore, at least' theoretically,* there wo*l
usually -be somebody 'around 'who wz
capable of a nserig strident' questiont.-

We will, say little about equipment aW LE
facilities here, for we realize the f inrc ~

constraiti'ts under which- the cheis E
department has to work- The One pasabk R
sug~fon we WMf made is thit;' as far as-

-psible, it would be advisable to xnaket~
possib~le for students to do any expectR
enint at any time of the term. There. at
several problems with this, we MEW]z, but i

· it would certainly sped out the use of~
equzipment.

Before concluding this paper,,therem i
a couple of ad/t ona ments ta'
should be made. First, 5.32 s-hould-lm

· its units increased from 12 to at least 15
and probably to 18 units. Studenti, j
general, are quite wiln to put up Vitt
the amount of lab time 5_32 requir i
-because they believe they ame picking up·
valuable lab experience- However, they
feel cheated that it is only a' l2 how,
course, yet,. by far, requires a greatert~
commnitment .to time than the aveir--=
MIT 12 -hour course..MAthough this may 

sound like a -minor point, it- disaufdni
students a great deal because it seems
unfair. Increasing the unit credit of t1k
lab is not going -to really make it that
much'easier for a student to reach the
360 units mark, but it will make students
more satisfied they're being treated fairly.
_ Finally, many stud'nts have expressed me
interest in being required to makte moresm
use.- of the literature in the lab sequence J,
(due to its 'maportance in real research)--
and of being given more opportunity fori
creativity. Regarding creativity, -studentsm
can be encouraged to work further on a
given experiment, or perform variations[
on it, in lieu of other course work. Tool1
much of this obviously cannot occur
because -of the large amount of fixed Iv
material which must be- taught. However,i
a carefully regulated program could allow
the students some leeway. Foi example, i
the student could be allowed to present a I
plan of action to a T.A. and discuss iLi
The T.A., having been briefed an details E
such.- as how much leeway should be c
permitted, could then give the student a
go ahead, or refer the matter to a faculty -
member.
.In summary, let us briefly repeat someE

of the -points we've made eari/er in this
paper:i

I -. Some additional laboratory tech-E
piques could be profitably taught; ./
particular, jadditional optional expen
ments, designed for potential physical
chemists should. be included in the'
sequence.i
·. 2. Some. of the current experiments

could be streamlined .
3. Studetots are pre-sently not getting!

much out of lectures, but probably would
if lecture material was more "relevant." 

4. Faculty involvement in the lab i
necessary if student morale is to remain 
high. Moreover, interaction among the
faculty members themselves should pro]b-!
ably be' increased.

S . Effort should be made to secure as
many experienced T.A.'s-as possible (fori
example, by the means suggested in the
body of this paper). Otherwise, the T.A.'s!
akre good- for little tOut signing zequisition,
forms.

6. The unit cre dit for-5.32 should be
increased: 

7. Additional challenge and creativity
hif the ''seuence would stimulate many.
students not' presently so influenced.

-Larry Klein, Duane Lindner=
Dave Stuart, Lany Rosenblum, Sim Scoltt
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To conclude, for the present, ou~r
sereks of articles on "students grading
teachers, " we present here an evahutaon
of the 5.31-5.33 chem lab sequence
prepared by members of the chemistry
honorary.. Phi Lambda Upsilqn. We fi.nd it
notable for a number of reasons:

{I} it is subject-oriented, rather than-
teacher-oriented as was the review of
history teachers we printed last month

{2Jlt did not involve the ure of
questionnaires. -

($} It recommends specific improve-
ments whic its authors believe ard
practical

{4J It has had almost no effect so Aar.
according to -a letter to us from Larry
Klein, Phi Lambda Upsilon president..-

The letter is reprinted below, followed
by the text of the evaluation.

To the Editor:.
In the chance that it might be useful, I

would like to provide you with some,
background on the writing of the report
on the chemistry lab sequence. In
particular, I think, it is -important to
realize that the report was not conceived
of out of a vacuum, but represents an
extension of several smaller, rather
unsuccessful, efforts. 

The, earliest of these involved discus-
sions of the Problems in the lab sequence
at meetings of the Chemistry Depart-
ment's Student-Faculty Committe e, a
body which existed during the 1969-1970
school year and then disappeared. Subse-
quent efforts involved the use of
questionnaires -- particularly a question-

sredistributed in the winter of last year
by a former 5.33 student to other
chemistry students. The data from this
questionnaire was shown to the Director
of -the Undergraduate Chemistry Labs and
resulted in some modifications' in the
organization of the course, but in no
changes in its content. . I

Finally, in an attempt to achieve some
more fundamental changes in the lab
sequen~ce, Phi Lambda Upsilon put
together the 8-page critique, a copy of
which I've sent you previously. The
philosophy behind this effort was that if
we could provide the faculty with a really
representative consensus of student atti-
tudes toward the lab sequence, then
maybe they would take these opinions
seriously and do something about -the
areas of discontent. Moreover, by offering
concrete, practical, and economically
feasible suggestions for improin the lab,
we 'hope~d to "get the proverbial ball.
foiling" in regard to getting some changes
introduced into the lab sequence.

Unfortunately, at this point, I cannot
report that our philosophy is working.
The initial interested reaction to the
report evinced by the chemistry faculty
was encouraging, but, subsequently, little
actual action has been taken.

Larry Klein
President, Phi Lambda Upsilon

During the last half of April and first
half of May, ( 1971l), Phi Lambda Upsilon
conducted a survey of people involved
with the 5.31-5.33 sequence. Contacted
personally (not by questionnaire) were
four faculty members, forty current and
past students, and nine teaching assis-
tants. Phi Lambda Upsilon initiated this
study not because of ainy feeling that the
Lab sequence Let bad, but because,
although the course is basically good, it
can still be made much better. Dissatisfac-
tion about the sequence does exist, as was
evident 'in the "non-caring" attitudes of
so many of the students who completed
the sequence in December. In- an attempt
to fathom these dissatisfactions, members
of the Society talked to the fifty-three
people referred to -above and. tried to

organize -their statements and opinions,
into some coherent, useful form- We
sammarize our'organizational attempts in
the followying discussion.-

The first facet of the laboratory
sequence being considered is the teaching
of laboratory, techniques. In general,
students and teaching assistants appear
satisfied that adequate material is being
offered. Two exceptions -- on e minor,
one glaring - however, are cited. First,
niany students and T.A.'s feel that some

exposure to- the "tricks" of, qualitative
(not quantitative) analysis would be
useful. This lack /:ould perhaps be filled-
simply by providing studen~ts with a

h~dut of qualitative analysis methods,
Or, of course,- requirement of some
qualitative analysis as a side-line to a 5.31
or 5.32 experiment would serve the same
function. A more important ciiim
however' is tOat many students (particu-
larly those inteu.,,ted in the non-organic-
aspects of chemitry) feel that the lab
sequence -does not provide them wit
sufficient opportunity -to learn what
physical chemistry is all about. This view
is supported by Professor Dubrin who 
feels that, students tihngthe lab
sequence ten'd to be rather naive of the
realities of physical chemistry.

One additional point .regarding.- the
teaching of lab techniques sh~ould be
made. Many students indicated to us that
they felt the "educational ~,ield/hour" of
5-31 and of the ffist half of 5.32/is lower
than it need or should be. This situation
could be improved by streamlining some
of the experiments (in particular, the
calcium iodate experiment in' - .31 and
the fnirst two experiments in 5.-32) so that
less repetition' of the same types of work
need be carried out.
_ Perhaps the least satisfactory facet of
the lab sequence L% the lectures. When· the
lectures provide information that helps
the student -carry out his experiments,
they are valuable to him- Yet, most of the
lectures are not of this type, but, instead,
are -"background theory." Idealistically, it
would be nice if the student could learn
all this background material. However,
the material is. seldom easy to fully
understand and-usually non-essential to
the successftd completion of his experi-
mental work. To really understand the
theory presented would entail a non-
trivial expenditure of time (in addition to
the large 'amounts expended in -the
laboratory); ,and would serve no immedi-
ate practical need. Consequently, the
student, being- only human, tends to
decide that his time could be better spent
in. the lab itself or "tooling" some other
Institute subject. On the -other hand,·-
students did express an interest in
attending lectures if they were more
practically oriented -- for example,
demonstrations of the correct (the
Techniques Manual is not always a
perfect teacher) use of various items of
lab equipment -would be of interest -to
students. (This could be handled in part
by videotaped material, provided its
availability was well publicizead and a.
method of access to short sequences *mt
the tapes was devised.) This view -is
supported by the results of the question-
naire filled out by eighteen of last fall's
5.33 students. On the questionnaires the
question reading "Regarding the idea of
spending some of the lecture periods on
demonstrations of new laboratr equip-
meat, I think it's a (good, bad,
haid-to-say) idea" was answered `good"
by sixteen students and "bad" by not a
single one of them.

Aknother. use of the lectures might be
to interest the student in chemistry
research related to the experimental work
he is doing. This should not involve
det/iged lectures about intricate calcula-

tion that can be done, but light,
non-rigorous information that can motio-
vate the students to find out- 4bout the
chemistry. For._ example, during'-the
ferrocene experiment, students might
'find discussion of some of the moxe
interesting reactions., of organometallics
quite stmlin,

A third -area of concern considered in
this study was that of faculty involve-
ment in the lab sequence. The last grou~p
of 5.33 students believed th at' the faculty
as~ociated with' the lab seqjuence had no
concern for their -progress, 'and this, is
pzobabiy one of several explanations' for
the' relatively low quality of work found
in the 5.33 lab last faill. Happily, the
cu-et group just finishing 5.32 is'noi
sufferiag from this problem. Professors
Moore and Seyferth have visited the lab
regulardy, -offering assistance' and showing
interest. They are to be commended for-
this. Hlopefully, this process will be-
continued in' 5.33 by the appropriate
faculty members and repeated once again
in-532-next fall. (Unfortunately, 5.31 is
probably much too large for comp-,rable
faculty interaition.)

Two other points about faculty
involvement should perhaps also be made.
First, the general rate of turnover of
faculty members involved in the lab
sequence must be slowed down if
continuity in the lab sequence is ever to
prevail. Moreover, a more efficient mearns
of communication between the faculty
associated with the labs must be'devel-
oped. As it stands now (at least as far as
we've been able to tell), there is no reazdy
means available for initiating any maid-
term modifications in the lab course
reqiuiring the involvement of several
faculty members. Either changes must be
individually !initated or else the problems
requiring the changes must remain unitil
the end of the term (or longer).

The matter of teaching assistants-
deserves. some specia thought. Cert'ainly,
the current system of throwing fmist-yea r
graduate students into the lab sequence
without pretraining has obvious disadvan-
tages -e-_e, the T.A.'s are often, as
ignorant of how to carry out the
experiments as the studeints. Some T.A.'s
make special efforts to become familiar
with the 'experiments and, consequently.,
are reasonably successful in providing
help to students; the majority of T.A.'s
who don't go to this extra trouble
(understandable, certainly, considering
t~heir other obligations), however, are
often of little help. The students we
talked to almost invariably stated that
they. didn't want T.A.'s "'staring over
their shoulders and getting in their way,"
but they did wish to have T.A.'s who
could answer their- questions. Summer
training' of all'the T.A.'s is the ideal
solution, but obviously impractical -for

Fnnilreasons- However, the program
by which two .teaching assistants- last
'summer underwent training for 5.31,

maigthem available as "reference.
sources" to the other non-trained T.A.'s

-was very helpful and'should defmnitely be-
continued and probably expended'-to
incluate 53~2 also. As one supporting
argument, we might point out that Larry
Trzupek;' one of these head T.A.'s, -
descrt'bed his summer training to us -as,
very Useful, and stated that other T.A.'s
·actually did consult him on problems.

Another possible methofid for brinlengp
more experienced T.A.'s 'into the lab
sequence -(either in addition to or instead
of summer training) would be to provide
an "incentive plan" for inticing second-
year graduate students who have instruc-
ted S-31 and 5.32 to put in another year
of serv~ice. 'Such incentives might include
providing them with a title such as
'"Senior TA.," giving them a slightly
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Conrtinuedfrom page I)
more suggestions liopefull wM
be comi-g in .

This information will be kept
in the notebooks that-will be
distributed ·to .B iving groups
and kept in each df the informa-
tion entres, the most compr.
hensie of these being the one in
the lobby of Buiding seven.
That booth, which is now being

_ssirmc i - .w

designed by Assoc. Prof. Maurice
Smith of the Architecture
Department and his students,
will invohlve renovation of the
smaller staircase his group de-
signed and built in the lobby last '
year. The information center in
the East Lounge of the Student
Center will probably prove to be
the next most comprehensive.

Not getting as much attention

as the other activities, but still
avafabk to students, is the ex-
change p rgr am. MIT, which is
an associate member of the 4-1-4
Conference, has received infor-
mation from all the schools of
the conference concerned with
what will be happening at their
sdhools in January. According to
Connie Seian in the Foreign
Study Office, "there are chances
for' students to participate in
foreign study or make exchanges
with students from all over the
country, some of them being
Princeton, Bucknell, Case West-
ern Reserie, and Oberlin. Of
course these opportunities aren't
as freeflowing as tIhose offered
at MfT, we'd just like to make
more students know about them
and that they're available.'

In order for the IAP to be a
success, Mr. Orler feels, students
must take the iniative in propos-
ing projects, and they should
start looking at the projects seri-
oudy and let it be known that
they're interested. "Above all,
te ball game's not over yet, we
hope the Guide will provoke

. additional ideas for activities."

made that legal actions can take
as much as ten yeas. Though
this may have occured in the
past, Hall said recent precedents
would prevent that. When asked
if NRDC only filed suits against
government agencies, he explaih-
ed that the opposite was often
true. Members of the audienee
queried whether NRDC and the
many other shnilar agencies
might be less effective because
they are so diffuse. Both Ha31
and Paulson agreed that that
would never be the case,- and
Hall then quoted Mao Tse Tung:
"Let a thousand flowers
l~1oom ... "

De aalls 
bLex i puts
to engineering

(Continued from page 1 
the question, "does society have
a debt to the engineer?." His
maswer was that the legislatures
generate pmgrams which require
the skills of engineers, then
drops them; what have they
done to an engineer trained in
that field?

One of the more amusing
situations at the luncheon oc-
cured when Keil was asked,
"since most industries are hiring
people with the traditional civil
or chemical engineering training,
what jobs will be available for
students from these new pro-
grams?" Keil laughingly replied,
"not only will our,graduates
have the same basic technical
skflls as past graduates, they will
also have a broader background
with respect to engineering and
life in general.

By Ken Vaca
The problem raised by the

United States' need for greater
enegy resources and environ-
mental protection were the fo-
cus of a Nuclear Engineering
seminar. -

Richard Hal, attorney for the
National. Resources Defense
Counil, and Glenn Paulson,
doctor of environmental studies,
spoke on "Sientific Inputs into
Energy Related Environmental
Issues."

Hall described the National
Resources Defense Counci
(NRDC) -as a public interest law
fnrm and chaitable corporation
made up prmarily of ten law-
yers who runm two offices; one in
New York City, another in
Washinton, D.C. They are
funded by the Ford Foundation.
Hall, who received his law degree
from Columbia in 1964 and has
been involved in conservation
before, -helped found the firm.

Paulson, who was trained as a
scientist, also is a member of
NRDC and added a new perspec-
tive. He is a member of the
Scientisst's nstitute for Public
Information, (SIPI), which is
presently involved in environ-

.mental legal actions with the
help of NRDC.

The two began by staing
their general objectives. They
expressed the need for reforms
which would make the law more
responsire to public demands.
Hall said a larger effort must be
made-bn behalf of an effective
preservation of thfie environment.
HIe d/scu.sed the possbkle long
term effects of a legal action.
Paulson emphased that "legal
pressure points" must be found
in order to effect better conser-
vatiso. He observed that there
has been a recent insistence by
many that scienie must learn to
serve the public interest in iew
ways.

By SIPI's interpretation of
the act, any major policy deci-'
sion must be discussed in oublic.
Though it was admitted that the
act itsef does not have substan-
tivre thrust, Hall and Paulson
suggested that by making infar-
mation public there would be
suff/cient pressure to see that
the right choice is made.

Later the seminar was opened
for questions. Objections were

th aw s two
/Continued from page 3$

looked at the futihe of olur
rlations.

The 'xsults of the UIN contest
were nota defeat: for the US,
but a "blessing in disguise." The
US no loner must operate with
an arificida policy and can deal
more ieVy and openly.

The Chinese realize that the
IJS cannot easily sell-out imme-
diately. The only issues of the-
moment will be the 'legitimacy
of the Peking government and
the American military presence
i Taiwan. The Chinese realize
f hat the rest can follow, but

slowly.
Neither of the countries can

"afford their middle kingdom
approaches" or a feeling of
superiority. Fairly good trades
will be made in negotiations
with the Chinese possibly giving
a littie more.

Scientiic and academic ex-
changes will probably be formal-
ized. The American business
community has been after a new
trade policy and the achieve-
ment of direct .trade will not
only open a huage mnarket for
Americans but also let China be
less depenadent on one nation
economically.

China wBll be more active in
intemational affairs, especially
in the India-Pakistan conflct
where it will work with the U.S,
and the US.S.R. in the U.N. to
achieve a settlement.

China may not want all of the
U.S. military forces out of.
Japan. They have become accus-
tomed to the American nuclear
presence there, but, more impor-
tant, they have grim memories
of the Japanese invasion and fear
Japan far more than the U.S.
With the American nuclear wea-
psons as a safeguard, the Japanese
will be less likely to attempt to
build their own. 

There wffl obviously be some
talk of Vietnam. As the state-
ment that the "U.S. will use its
own effores"' to get out has been

classifi e
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NASSAU-CHRISTMAS. From $159.
Deluxe beach-front hotel 12/23-29,
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only. Cal Uni-Travel 282-2818.

'63 MERCEDES 190. AM-FM radio,
heater, air-conditioner, snow tfies.
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OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STU-
DENTS: Australia, Europe, S. Amer-
ica, Africa, etc. AD professions and
occupations, 5$700 to $3000 month-
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ins -Free information-Write: Jobs
Oversas, MpM -F6, Box 1S071, San
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J: Nota.- of us on The Tech boaid
are Wo~irw for raw sW Muninffu!
diaike is aviahble fn Box A-l405,
who is, alas and a ack, (nbt not
much of a 'lack) almeady spoken for

tar -agree:
year lafe
made, it is likely that Nixon is
hoping for some help from
Peking in that direction.

Chita may, and should, soon
participate in the SALT talks.
Other supranational questions
will also likely arise.

This is the ideal time for
much progress to be made as the
countries are genuinely equal for
the first time. Never before have-
the two nations been able to
regard each other respectfully.

Of course, both leaderships
are realistic: neither expects in-
,o4it- en a1te

lContinued from pagR 2)
In the Cultural Revolution in

1967 the People's Liberation
Army was brought in to keep
order and guide the shift to the
left. In mid-1967 the first at-
tempts were made to rebuild -
not the farm or factory systemn
which had been almost unaf-
fected, but the political organi-
zation. The Revolutiolnary Com-
mittees reestablished the old
government apparatus, with the
Liberation Army selecting the
"right" people from among the
old bureaucrats and bringing
their own in to fill vacancies in
the lower echelons. The slowest
to change were the systems-of
higher education and party orga-
nization.

Moving into industrial consid-
erations, Vogel noted the dis-
tinction that the Chinese mike:
a factory owned by the state is
owned by all the people while a
collective is owned by only part
of the people. The Chineselea-
dership realizes that -the change
to' state ownership cannot be
made over-night and is using a
system of national planning to
move toward larger and larger
collectives which permit greater
modernization and efficiency.

Originally, in the mid-fifties,

the Socialist Transformation led
to the collectiization of most
private property (the only pos-
sessions allowed now are very
minor ones such as clothEng, and
any sizable accumulation of land
is taken over by the state). In

958, around twenty-five-
thousand communes were set-
up, but the Chinese quickly
found that their economy could
not handle such large units, so
each commune was split into
three collectives of an average of
eight-thousand people.

Those in the modem urban
sector are paid a state regulated
salary and benefits. The collec-
tive is somewhat capitalistic in
thiat the wages depend on the
profits of the .whole group and
work points accumulated. The
Chinese do not have enough in
their treasury to be as socalstic
as the United States Social Secu-
rity system, but they encourage
the collective to look after its
own. The Chinese realize that
transformation to communism is
a slow process.

As the flow and access to
news within China is tightly con-
trolled, many Peking officials
visit Hong Kong once or twice a
year to find out what is gohg on
in China. , I
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North Shore in Ipswich.
To help the Pee-Nut Gallery

get rolling, both Warner Bro-
thers/Reprise and A&M records
have brought in -new musicians
to debut at -the- new club. The
first to arrive was Jesse Fred-
erick, the second to sign on
Albert Grossman's Bearsville WB
subsidiary label (the first being
Lazarus, who released a fine
premiere album last month).
This young man from southern
Maryland is definitely someone
to keep your eye on. His music
ranges from solo guitar and voice
to a rocking three or four man
electric back-up. He has a deci-
dedly interesting voice that grows
on you, somewhere between a
Joe Cocker and a Randy New-
man, -with a bit of a Band vocal
thrown in. Jesse Frederick is
very pleasant listening; "Victoria
Lenore" is a simply beautiful
number.

A&M followed in with Jim
-Carroll last week, whose musical
scope from simple acoustic to
raunchy rock is much the same
as Frederick's. His voice is also
distinctive, but in a totally dif-
ferent sense. While Frederick's is
a deeper husky tone, Carroll's is
high pitched, somewhat thin.
But at times he uses it most
·effectively. On Jim Carroll, a
song such as,"Save Me" or "On
and On" is made all the more

..haunting by his voice. Decided-
ly, Carrol1's album is also worth
a listen.

At the Pee-Nut Gallery, Jesse
Frederick was the more impres-
sive of the two: Both albums
suffer from -over-orchestration
which is mercifully eliminated
live. As Frederick leans -more
heavily on the music, the fact
that his backing musicians were
very tight and competent only
enhanced his set. On the other
hand, Carroll is the better lyri-
cist of the two, but live, his
band, although-featuring guitar-
ist David Spinoza, was poor, and
detracted 'from Carroll and his
lyrics.
- All in all, Carroll, Frederick,

and the Pee-Nut -Gallery with
their encouraging initial efforts,
bode well for the future.

By Charles Marx
November has marked the

opening of a new rock club in
Boston, -the Pee-Nut -Gallery at
1300 Boylston St. It is probably
the ideal size and atmosphere for
music to be played in; it seats
less than 100 people and the
sound system is perfectly suited

for such an intimate audience.
The decor of the rather dimly lit

club and bar -is somewhat of a
cross between an English pub
and a corral, minus the Cockney
accents and the stench of ale
and/or cow dung. It's quite remi-
niscent of Stonehenge, on the

Til e Las'
By Emanuel Goldman

At a press conference with
.Peter Bogdonavitch, Phoenix

film critic Chuck Kraemer took
out a portable tape recorder aid
placed it on the floor. "Do you
mind?" Kraemer asked. "Not at
all," replied Bogdonavitch. The
conference - continued as
K/aemer started the tape.. Sever-
al minuites later, Bogdonavitch
stopped in the middle of a sen-
tence and asked looking at the
recorder, "Did .I say something
wrong?" "No, no," Kraemer ex-
plained. "I just haven't got a lot
of tape so I have to shut it. on
and off a lot." "Oh," said
Bogdonavitch. "I'm so used to
making pictures, you 'know, it's

just like yelling 'cut.' Why
bother to keep On talking?"

That's the kind .of. person
Bogdonavitch is: a film person,

through and through. He used to
write about film, including sev-
eral highly respected books and
articles on the likes of. John
Ford, Howard Hawks, Orson
Welles (a close friend of
Bogdonavitch) and Alfred Hitch-
cock. But writing is not his first
love: "It's too lonely, I'm a
social- fellow," he explains.
Nevertheless, starting in January,
he will write a film column for
Esquire, ."on anything but re-
views," as he puts it-

His interest in -making a
movie. of the novel The Last
Picture Show began solely with
the title. Soon, the notion of
depicting the falling apart, the
decay of a town, as reflected by
its - theatre, also caught his
interest. Doing a period picture
was somewhat Of a challenge,
due to the difficulty of obtain-
ing authentic clothes and other
items Of that time; but it. was
also, he adds, "a lot of fun,
because you're in complete con-
trol of everything in the frame,
much more so than in a film set
-in the current time."

Precisely because the film so
successfully ' evokes. the early
fifties, it has been widely labeled
a "period piece." But The Last
Picture Show transcends its
specific setting to become a uni-
versal story of growing up, of
the' pans-_ of experience inter-
spersed with the dullness of

·daily. routine. This is why
Bogdonavitch insisted on shoot-

II

some have left, and the protag-
onist, Sonny, just out of high
school, has learned. Just how
much he has learned is revealed
in a scene with his former mis-
tress, the wife of the high school
coach. He had treated her in-
sensitively earlier, but now, in
the wake of tragedy, he-comes
to her. She loses her temper and
screams "You shouldn't have
come here - it's lost - you'lost
it." He is unable to speak, but
simply takes her hands. She,
seeing-the expression in his eyes,
suddenly. realizes that he has
caught up to her, in his life
experience, in his knowledge of
the pain of the human condi-
tion. "Never you mind. Never
you mind," she. says quietly.

In addition to the careful
structure and characterizations,
the film uses symbolism in a
highly refined way. One of the
boys, Duane, gives his girlfriend
an Expensive watch as a present.
But she, planning to break up
with him, forgets that she is
wearing it at a -skinny dipping
party which she went to with a
different boy. The watch is
ruined by the water. Later,
Sonny, who has-been rejected by
Sam (a surrogate, father to the
boys) for haying been present

-during a callous trick to a deaf-
mute, has snuck into Sam's diner

.and ordered a cheeseburger. Sam
-returns just as the food is ready.
So/ihy starts to leave, but Sam
says "Your. cheeseburger's get-
ting cold." Sonny sits down to
eat, knowning that the food
signals his reconciliation with
Sam. And finally,' the. movie
theatre itself becomes a symbol
of the town's last bit of vitality,
-of a life force incarnate in Sam,
who owns the theatrei When
Sam dies, the theatre soon closes
down - with obvious implica-
tions about the condition of the
town.

.This is Bogdonavitch's second
film. His previous one, Targets,
with Boris Karloff, is 'already
something of an underground
classic'among film cultists, and is

well worth going out of your
way to see-when it comes to the
film societies or the Cambridge
theatres. The Last Picture Show,.
of. "Course, will .preSent no diffi-
culty' in being found. for quite
some time to come, for, it is

destined to be regarded as-one- of
the-ga t Ameritan'in''lms..

-at . . . . .. a

-- at teAbyCnma

Jesse Frederick

m usc:

group in himself. He, is a very
able and extremely fast-guitarist,
with a mystique of sex much
along the, lines of Mick Jagger.
Generally, it turns ou't that the.
difference: .between :4any two,
-given TYA':songs is'how it gets
to. and from Mr. Lees ssolos.-)As'
would ' be: expectedl:the bigh'
points of the:night were reached
when he was left on his own to
improvise, and,. perchance, Chur-

By Neal Vitale key- palace of Boston, the Gar-
November has struck Boston, den. Mylon and his back-up,
inging its usual share of arctic- Holy Smoke' were worthy of
nds and frigid temperatures. comment -only in-that they dedi-
it it seems, as if to thaw out :cated their set to the late Duane

populace, the record com. Allman. Ten Years After came
nies and promotional agencies on after the usual delays due to
ve swamped the area With crowds rushing- the stage and
ijor acts and new record re- ripping up wires and monitors.
ses* to keep those amplifiers Clearly it was not worth the
d electric guitars and turn- trouble. A few years back, TYA
)les smoldering. : was an interesting blues-rock
Unfortunately, a deeper chill group. But after playing virtually chill might chime in., with;.some '.ing in black and white, despite

was thrown on the monthby the- the same set ever since' they've piano licks.- These tzare -'momnenits -the enormous pressure in' Holly-
death of Duane Allman in a lost a bit of their interest. De-- came during'the TYA standards wood these days to make every-
motorcycle crash in Macon, spite all the mythical "changes" "Good Morning, -,Little School- thing in color. "Color-has this
Georgia. He was one' of the and "softening" of the group's 'girl," a jam-like medley of.?'I tendency to romanticize, to
premier musicians in rock, in his sound,' Monday's' performance -Can't Keep Fro m Crying, Some- glamorize," Bogdonavitch ex-
capacity as sometime-studio gui- differed only slightly (for. the times," " Sunshine..- of -Your plain On the other hand, he
tarist (he was master of the slide worse) from last year's Harvard -Love," and - "Cat's Squirrel;" adds "Black and white is notguitar), sometime-Domino with Stadium show and previous gigs ."I'rmi Going Home, " and their reality and so I like itbetter."
Derek, but mostly as -leader of at the Tea Party. encore, from A Space In Time, True enough, the -film is not
what might have'been the best The group's rhythm section "'Baby Let Me Rock'n'Roll reality - it's something more
rock band around -the Allman of Ric Lee on drums and Leo Yo -than that: a work of art. Al-
Brothers. The tragedy of his Lyons- on:. bass .has never been Ten Years. Afterks -medium: -though Bogdonavitch refuses to
death is all the more poignant in much more than passable. Luck-' has become pure rock 'n, roll - -take sides in the classic aes-
that his group was finally corm- ily, Lyons was basically inaud- 'their latest attempts at jazz and. thetics question as to whether
ing into its own with such fine ible, and Lee was restrained blues stumble piti fully. 1 they art should imitate reality or real-
records as Idlewild South and from much more than a single, could improve their -rhythm sec- _ty should imitate art, -his film
Live' A t The Fillmore.- Mr. Duane boring drum solo.' Chick tion, become a bitighter, they :speaks for him.
Allman will be missed, and -as a - Churchill has always suffered could become a major influence 'It is. structured as a perfect
tribute, Wednesday's scheduled from underamplification, 'so his over the next few years. But, as cycle - beginning and ending
Allman Brothers concert will in- usually quite. competent key- it appears now- they'll plod with tlie same seriesofshots,'the
stead be a memorial for him boards would be lost amidst along as another "heavy"-Eng- same atmosphere, even some of
(Don't be surprised if one J. Alvin Lee's furious guitar. For.a, lish group,-bordering o boring, the same lifnes. And yet, things
Geils and a few other friends change, though, at a few points exciting -the' primordial crowd are not the same in Anarene,
show up).. on Monday fnight, he was able to:·i!hat flowed into the Garden Texas. Nature may have. come

Monday the first, Ten Years come through with some excel- I.Monday. it's a charming atmo- full circle over the course of aAfter and Mylon trooped into' lent electric piano work. Even sphere to wok i when the year, but the people are irrevo-
the jammed-;-smoke-fitd ..h...s, Alvin,7Lee-L-comes 'across asa.- .a. {Piease.' to page 10), cably.. canged. Some aredead,
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876-4226 Thru Tues. THE AFRI-
CAN QUEEN Humphrey Bogart,
Katherine Hepburn 6:15-9:50
Hitchcock's STRANGERS ON A
TRAIN 8:05 Weekend Matinees
4:30

CENTRAL -1
864-0426 41st Week De Broca's i

THE KING OF HEARTS 6:30-9:45
Weekend Matinees 3:10 & GIVE
HER THE MOON 8:15 Weekend
Matinees4:55

CENTRAL 2,
864-0426 The Films of Buster
Keaton One of the most important
fim. events of this century. Call
.theatre for Programs and Times..-
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.. By David Searis
The Harvard Dramatic Club's

presentation df Othello (playing
tomorrow through Saturday at
the Loeb) is, typically, compe-
tent but not stellar. The lines are
delivered with a minimum of
fluffs and, in-general, with ap-
proximately -the right intona-
tion; the only exceptions would
be a much-too-literal and lyrical
Brabantio. and similar imperfec-
tions among some of the lesser
:characters. These are balanced, if
not compensated for, by a great
deal of talent.among the more
significant personae.

Curt Anderson plays the
Moor with some elan, though it
would probably profit him to
pursue..further the fluid gestur-
ing and flaccid gait, reminiscent
of Olivier's portrayal, in which
he only occasionally- indulges.
He is better at the raging emo-
tions than the tender ones, and a
more exotic posturing would un-
doubtedly help him by rendering
him more foreign and thus (iron-
ically) more believable.

Ralph' Pochoda would appear
to be a natural for Iago, with his
stocky,.soliderly build and-mar-
velous acting voice (at times,
emb a rrassingly voluble com-
pared to the others). His perfor-
mance is creditable, with the
exception of one misinterpreta-
tion: he seems to play up to
Roderigo in much too "straight"
a manner: .Not only does he
ennoble Roderigo too much by

deceiving himn earnestly, rather
than laughingly, but he negates
the essential comic relief of the
"gulled gentleman" and subverts
an entire subplot of the play.

in fact, Iago approaches
Roderigo in much the same man-
ner as Othello himself, which
serves to put the latter in a more
simple-minded and too-trusting
aspect. This would not be no-
ticeable but for the fact of Iago's
overbearing presence on stage in
the. first place, which makes it
both a strength and a weakness.
His only general flaw of portray-
al, and it is a slight one, is his
handling of the more pathologi-
cal aspect of Iago's monomania;
too often he seems to be
straightforward but irrational
where he should be cunning and
irrational.

Thei only other standout is
Darcy Pulliam as Emilia, lago's
wife. Her performance, unlike
the others, showed a great deal
of range; whether she is taunting
Iago, doting on Desdemona, or
being outraged at Othello, her
acting.can hardly be faulted.

The set and lighting is stan-
dard fare for modern pro-
ductions of Shakespeare - all
the action takes place in or in
front of a huge, archetypal stone
structure, dramatically amor-
phous but distracting when it
sways beneath the actors'
weight. Also, it is a bit ludicrous
when the bed for the final scene
trundles out of a hidden door in
the rock.

Lhestr.i-:

,pinrate~s'-
. -* .~ ~ ·. 

By.P.E.- Sc h indler, Jr.
For a -fourth performance it

would have: been good. For an
opening nijht,:it was superb.

For 'the ]first time-under new
management, :theh MIT Musical
Theatre Guild produced Gilbert
and Sullivan's: "Pirates of
Penzance."' . The combined
group, succeeding. the Gilbert
and Sullivan Society as well as
the Tech Show organization , has
proven itself' well able to carry
off a performance in the public
domain; hopefully it can do as
well with the original Tech Show
scheduled for later this year.

Technically, the performance
was superb; but nothing less is
expected from artistic perform-
ances at MIT. The sets, for ex-
ample, while not exactly stan-
dard for this particular play,
were visually fascinating. They
provided the director myriad op-
portunities for the stylized pos-
turings typical of Gilbert and
Sullivan, and Nancy-Ellen
Rainier (the .director) took full
advantage of them. In fact, if
any technical criticism can be
made, it might be that the set
spread the action out a bit too
much, occasionally diffusing the
audience's attention over too.
wide an area, striving to catch
what should be mere back-
ground stage-business.

The sound re-enforcement,
making use of Kresge's-all new
mixing system was not over-
done. It was subtle, and wbith
rare exceptions, kept so skill-
fully in the background that
only a trained ear would have
noted its presence; this is as it
should be. (Also of note is the
Dolby master tape, recorded by
WTBS for future broadcast,
making use of the Kresge Dolby
unit.)

Last, but'-not at all least (on
the technical side), there were
the lights, without which the
play would have~been very diffi-
cult to see. The lighting was
competent, but not inspired.

The artistic side is a 4ittle

more open to criticism, (again a
mailaise .of most MIT perform-
ances).but not much.so.

Pe'renial favorite 'Dan T.
McGillicuddy headed the bill, as
Major'-Genera ! Stanley. Rarely
overplaying' a part which might
be spoiled by .lesser mien, he
maintains a proper balance of
comic gestures, well-timed gri-
maces, and a good stage "pre-
sence."- The overall effect is
outstanding.

Stephen Nuding, as the pirate
king,. exhibited an occasional
lack of proper pitch'at the start,
but straightened out to reveal a
respectable range, and quite ade-
quate performing skills.

The stand-out performance of
the evening was that of a petite
lass -with a long name:

Epp-Karike Jurima-S6nin. Her
uncanny clear voice so overcame
the audience that persistent cries
of "encore" (especially -. loud
from one clod sitting.behind me)
caused a reprise of her most
spectacular number: the first-en-
core this reviewer has seen in a
long time.

At least a nod must be given
to- the other leads,· Michael
Kaiser, Jeffrey Weisenfreund,
David I. Katz and Valerie
Norwood,

Credit too goes to the orches-
tra, and to musical director John
M. Rainier. The strings were a
little weak, but all in all, the
orchestra backed up the players
in a Gilbert and Sullivan produc-
tion that all participants can be
proud of.

1:15-4:40-8:10

V IN
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9:55
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Othello at the Loeb

I- noro by uooe MUnrgtr

3torms -Kresge

H ARVARD SQ.
864.4580 Thru Thtes.ONE DAY
THE LIFE OF IVAN DENISOV
Tom Courtenay 3:00-6:25-9
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tations,-as it featured Rod.-Stew-'
art, Ron Lane; -Nicky Hopkins
arnd- Micky-Waller' Eventually,. it
broke up, as do all-such talent-
.laden'gatherings; Ron Lane, Rod
Stewart, and Micky. Waller sort ·

of stuck together with the:nearly
defunct Small Faces; . Nickcy
Hopkins, at last glance, had left
Quicksilver: and - was with
McGuinness Flint. Jeff Beck was
in an automobile accident short-:
ly' thereafter, and was lucky to
escape.. aive. As 'it was he-was
partially 'paralyzed 'and incapac-
itafed for about a year. The,
paralysis eventually subsided and
he was shortly' back playing,
guitar' and. searching for 4a new
band. After a disasterous series
of sessions in Detroit, he even-
tually met up with the current
grouping, with Bob Tench on
vocals, Max Miiddleton on. key-
boards, Cozy Powell drumming,
and Clive Chaman playing bass.

Monday night, the group
seemed quite "together" for a
relatively new set-up. Unfortu-
nately, the'audience .was very,
cold, with hardly anyone getting-
into the excellent music. The
new material shows heavy jazz
influences, with-Max Middleton.
providing "fine electric piano
playing, overlayed on the strong
rhythm combination of Powell
and Chaman. Especially on some
of.the old tunes like "Morning
Dew," "I Ain't Superstitious,"
and a superb version of Bob
Dylan's "Tonight, I'll Be Staying
Here With You," Bob Tench
shows himself to be capable of
replacing Rod Stewart as well as
anyone; in fact, their voices and
showmanship have a lot in com-
mon. Of course, Jeff Beck is still
one of the alltime great gui-
tarists; as he illustrates on "Jeff's
Boogie" he can get the most
incredible sounds out of a guitar,
and can play better one-handed
than most with two-hands. It
was sad such truly remnarkable
musicianship fell on such an
unresponsive audience. With. a
little more crowd excitement
and/or participation, the concert
could have been a blockbuster.

The tone of the music
changed abruptly Thursday with
the somewhat late arrival from
Montreal of Pink Floyd: They
were to be the only group that
night, doing two sets separated
by only a short break, playing
'for a total of about three hours.
And for that time, they co n -
Verted the sanctum of the Music
Hall into a vessel of its own
traveling through- uncharted
regions, pushing the music to the
outer edges of the universe. Pink
Floyd is one of those anony-
mous groups that you don't read
about or see in pictures or that
hasn't .changed members over a
course of years, but.instead :has
been concentrating its energy
into musical -exploration. Con-
sisting of Dave Gilmour on
guitar,- Roger Waters on bass and
gong, Nick Mason' as drummer,
and Richard Wright technician

ing small clubs or second or
third abiling at the old-Tea Party.
Yet, as they. continually up-
staged many a major act ()ohn-
.ny Winter, for one); they gar-
nered a following as. loyal as
Grateful Dead freaks, ' even
though for the' longest time,
they were unsigned to any rec-
ord label, and so, were .unre-
corded.- For at least two years,
Boston had to settle for the poor
quality "bathroom tapes" over
WBCN or catching J. Geils'at the
Tea Party. all the time solidly
behind the group while Dick
Summer's dream of the "Boss-
town Sound"' bloomed with
such as the Ultimate Spinach,
The Beacon Street' Union, and
The Barbarians and died just as
quickly. Finally, Atlantic signed
the band, and after about an-
other year, The J.. Geils Band
was released. Though not a big
seller nationally it sold like the
,proverbial- hotcakes. in the
Boston-Cambridge area. It
showed -the 'group to be firmly·
·entrenched in rock 'n' roll, but
with some deep roots in'. the
blues. The rocking songs like
"Wait" were very fine, but'the
burning' intense power of John
Lee Hooker's "Serves You Right
To Suffer" clearly dominated
the record.

Last month, The Morning
After was distributed and,. with
"Looking For A Love" doing
very well on AM, the possibility
exists for-this album to be a
nationwide success. Almost
needless to say,_ The Morning
After is flawless - good old rock
'n' roll, pure and simple. There
isn't a bad song on the record,
and the combination of Peter
Wolf's vocals, J. Geils' lead,
Magic Dick on harp, and. Seth
Justman on keyboards is virtuaI-
ly unbeatable.

Live, an extra level of excite-
mernt is added to the J. Geils
Band. Magic Dick sounds even
better; he comes through as the
best living. white harp player. J.
Geils is little short. of dazzling at
times; Seth Justman's keyboard
work was so torrid' Wednesday
night he, shorted out one organ.
Steve Bladd is competent on
record, but becomes an explo-
sive live drummer. Peter Wolf;
on stage, is America's answer to.
Rod Stewart.- Both are master.
vocal technicians and adept at
rock theatrics,' drawing the most
possible out of every gesture and
scream.

The crowd was at the Music
Hall to see The J. Geils Band,
and they certainly weren't dis-
sappointed. -The band was as
tight as ever, resplendent in silk,
satin, sequins and velvet, as they
rocked through- most of their
albums, stopping only for a fire
under the stage -to be extinguish-
ed. They returned at the end for
a low-key encore, dedicated to
Duane Allman, "Blues In My
Sleep." John H. Garabidian of
WMEX had introduced the
group as "the greatest rock 'n'
roll band in the world" - few
people who have seen or heard
Boston's own J. Geils could seri-
ously disagree.

The following Monday, the
8th, brought Jeff Beck into the
Music Hall with his new band.
Following an atrocious few num-
bers by Redbone, 'the skinny
lead guitarist followed his band
on stage. Jeff Beck's old group
would probably be the English.1
equivalent of the various Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young permu-

(Continued from page 8)
audience throws things at you
(Alvin Lee was forced from the
stage at one point)-and, they're
continually tearing up the elec-
trical work. Just charming.

Ten Years After should take a
long hard look at the J.' Geils
Band to see just how a good
rock 'n' roll band operates, a
talent the latter displayed most
aptly at Wednesday's Music Hall
engagement. The concert, origin-
ally scheduled to feature Daddy
Cool, Fleetwood Mac, and Deep
Purple, suffered from very little
attention. Then, when Deep Pur-
ple had to cancel because of Ian
Gillan's contracting hepatitis and
jaundice, Daddy Cool was re-
placed by Lighthouse, J. Geils
was enlisted to top the'bill,.and
the whole show became a bene-
fit for St. Jude's'Hospital.

Lighthouse led off the eve-
ning with a set redeemed only
by a truly outstanding version of
"Eight Miles High." In contrast
to the Byrds' gossamer' ethereal
original, the II-man "big-band"
conjured up an incredibly vis-
ceral rendering, led by a solid
horns section and a snarling lead
guitar. After the intense energy
of that one number, "One Fine
Morning" was lost in lethargy.

Fleetwood Mac followed,
now consisting .of founding
members Mick Fleetwood. and
John McVie, the latter's wife,
Christine Perfect McVie, Danny
Kirwan, and latest addition Bob
Welch. Having been fraught with
personnel changes at crucial peri-
ods in its career, the group often
teetered on complete collapse.
Peter Green was the first major
loss, yet the band regrouped
enough to produce an excellent
album, Kilrt House, which. never
really got the notice it deserved.
Then Jeremy Spencer "found
religion" and left the group late
in 1970. Welch joined, the group
tried, again, and came up with
yet another fine record, Future
Games, released last month.
"Woman Of A Thousand Years,"
"Morning. Rain," and "Future
Games" are all later vintage
Fleetwood Mac (that is, more
subtle), and come off extremely
well on record. Not so, live.

Evidently the continual
shake-up has made the band
exceedingly rough and uneven.
They were painfully loud, partic-
ularly guitarists Welch and
Kirwa n, who unfortunately
drowned out Mr. and Mrs.
McVie on bass and keyboards,
respectively. Fortunately,
though, the continued inept
drumming of Mick Fleetwood
was also lost in the noise. All of
their songs seemed to ultimately
regress to the same distortion-
laden jams, and much of the
group's fine new material, as
well as a Seemingly very Santana-
influenced "Black Magic 'Wom-
an" (surprising 'in that the song
is a Fleetwood Mac original)
vanished in the din. The band
needs a lot more playing time
together, and a turning down of
their equipment, if they expect
to approach the excellence of
their studio work in the concert
hall.

The J. Geils Band is yet an-
other matter. For the first time,
they received the much deserved
honor of heading a bill, a kind of
tacit signal that they had made
it. Ever since the present group
formed from The J. Geils Blues
Band and The Hallucinations,
they'd been accustomed to play-

.' 

behind the keyboards and bat-
teries of electronic equipment,

.the group -exploits most of the
avenues open .for. artifician

-sound expansion' and immersion.
They carry with them over a ton
·of equipment all told, much on
the order of Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer, only Pink Floyd delves
more into use of prerecorded
sound and of the concert hall as
an .actual musical instrument, as
well-as utilizing the human voice
.in an-almost mechanical way.

Thursday evening, the group
had set up six speaker systems,
three on stage, three in the
audience, to make the sonic
involvement total., The effect
was incredible in several songs as
sounds such as footsteps, explo-
sions,- even the guitar work,
would circle around the hall.
-Pink Floyd performed many of
their -massive compositions that
span the aural spectrum, such as
"Echoes" from the latest Har-
vest album Meddle, "Atom
Heart 'Mother" from the album
of the same name, and "Careful
With That Axe, Eugene" (Used
i' Antonioni's Zabriskie Point)
and "Set The Controls For The
Heart Of The Sun" from Umma-

-gumma. The overall feeling of
the night was of a real experi-

ence, not simply hearing a con-
cert, with Gilmour's electric
guitar slithering right through
the audience, Water's bass, gong,
and eerie yoice rushing, pound-
ing and screaming from below,
and all sorts of electronic pulses
and swirls emanating from.
Wright's control boards. After
Pink Floyd takes the crowd
'through -their own space odys-
sey, they leave tired;'-a -little
stoned, having been taken on a
journey through the -stellar limits
of sound. Simply amazing.

So' far, November has fea-
'tured a wide range of music
sweeping into Boston, some bad
mixed in with the good. But
thanks to J. Geils'" rock 'n' roll,
with jazz-like offerings of the
new Jeff Beck Group, and Pink
Floyd's space music, the month
must be marked as a memorable
one. And what with Jethro Tull;
Emerson, Lake, and Palmer;
John Mayall; the Grateful Dead;
and the Band all coming to
town, and with .major releases by
Neil Young, Tull, ELP, the
Faces, Bob Dylan, and George
Harrison (Bengla-Desh) all due
shortly, 1971' might just go out
in pretty incredible style. Let's
just hope Duane Allman is the
hast rock star to die.
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Kasha Linville invited Lynda Benglis
to MIT because she thought her exhibi-
tion would provide -something a little
different to the M IT community, "a
special kick" that would stir up interest
in Hayden and remind people that we
have an art gallery here.

The Adhesive Products series is named
after the Bronx firm that manufactures
the foam components - resin and a
catalyst. The Hayden pieces are the first
set Benglis has done in different, but
solid, colors. She explained that each set
of constructions was used to Work out
different ideas, and that she doesn't see
any point in repeating herself. One of the
reasons she came to MIT, she said, was
that the space is "more vertical" than the
previous ones she used.

Adhesive Products I consisted of nine
black pieces along an eighty foot wall at
Minneapolis' Walker Arts Center. Benglis'
next large constructions, in Milwaukee,
were phosphorescent, and were displayed
in a room whose lighting was pro-
grammed to shut off periodically. Her last
show, at Paul Cooper's New York gallery,
featured a piece called "Pinto," modelled
in shades of black, grey and white.

The Hayden Adhesive Products con-
sists of six wallmounts, each done in a
single color.

Benglis' ideas and feelings about her
work are not easily verbalized, she says,
"Otherwise I'd be a writer."

"I'm just making a piece of art, that's
all."

The exhibition is an expensive one in
terms of the artist's time and the cost of
materials. But it attracted at least one
visitor who might help defray the cost:
Max Wasserman, one of the biggest real
estate developers in the Boston area and
currently a key mover behind the devel-
opment of the Harvard Square area, who
donned a gas mask and Watched Benglis
at work after discussing the possibility of
arranging materials supply at-cost from the
primary manufacturers. -Bruce Schwartz

-- --
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Left: On scaffolding, after adding catalyst and mixing. Benglis pours while
assistant looks on and sound engineer captures whatsver words can be
projected through the respirators - and possibly the soft lapping of the
pasticW.as.Benglis rocks the bucket to break surface tension, and then sPills
the goo down the hillside of Adhesive Product.
Below: Rigid foam sculpture takes shape over framework of wood, chicken
wire and polyethylene sheeting. When the piece is comnplete, the supporting
structure will be removed. The final form is light enough to stand free,
supported only at its juncture with the voll. This piece has a horizontal
extent of only five feet or so; others are fifteen feet and longer.

Above: Goggled assistantsmix
resin and pigment. Catalyst is
not added 'until just before
pouring. Masks and goggles are
worn as protection against
toxic, irritating fumes. ·
Right:' The sculptress calls for
another bucket of plaFtic.

Available at all fine record emporiums

Adhesive Product
The Hayden Gallery's new exhibition

is putting not only art but the artist on
display.

Lynda Benglis, of New York and the
University of Rochester, is constructing
the sixth in a series she calls "Adhesive
Products," rigid polyurethane foam sculp-
tures that hang from the wall and pro-
trude 'up to fifteen feet, creating the
effect of floating on empty air.

Benglis creates her pieces by pouring a
freshly prepared mixture of plastic and
pigment over a framework made of wood
and chicken wire covered with a poly-
ethylene dropsheet. The material flows
and spreads like molasses or molten lava,
rapidly hardening into a solid mass that is
both rigid and extremely light.

Because of the toxic fumes, visitors
will not be able to enter the gallery in
numbers (though individuals are being
allowed to don respirators and go in)
until the pieces are complete, sometime
before this Thursday. The exhibit will be
formally opened with a party at the
gallery Friday night. The. MIT Commu-
nity, needless to say, is invited, and
drinks will be served.

The exhibit will be dismantled and the
pieces destroyed on December 19.-

Benglis began work last Thursday,
promptly attracting the stares of curious
passersby, who have since been crowding
the windows of Hayden. Unfortunately,
the view isn't'terribly good. The com-
munity's view is being augmented, how-
ever, by closed-circuit TV displays in build-
ings 7 and 10. Originally scheduled to be
set up last week, the screens did not appear
until yesterday due to delays on the part of
Video Frontier, the group supplying the
equipment, -according to Hayden Gallery
Director Kasha Linville. Audio-visual and
Unitel. and supplying the transmission
lines, while camera and sound work is
being done by Twenty-two Video, friends
of Ms. Benglis from New York.

Photos by' Lloyd-Marks

Mimi Farina & Tom Jans

Are Carrying It On"

On A&M Records of Course
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Dag Horn, 2; and Bob Reiter,
bow:

The MIT-women's crew had a
very active day, competing as an
eight-oared crew in the junior
eights category and as two four-
-oared crews in a race against
Wellesley. College. The stem four
of the girls' eight beat the viii-
tors from Wellesley by one-third
of a boatlength in 600 meter
contest. Members of the crew
aie: Eric Shaefer '75, cox; Jane
Ward '73, stroke; Jan Henze '73;
Jan Sharpless, lani·. Benson
'74, Bar Small '72, Judy Fair-
child '75, Susan Ashworth '75
and Natalie Parks '73, bow.

In other events, Conner 5'-
won the junior eights race, and a
group of MIT. graduates compet-
ing as the Intergalactic Rowing
Club -just -edged Burton iHouse-
by one seat in the senior fours.
"Jock of the Day" award goes to
varsity heavyweight candidate
Larry Esposito '73., who rowed
in six races, three heats and
three fimals.

The frosh heavies trounced
the lights by three lengths in a
2000 meter race. The heavies'
real opponent were: the North-
eastern freshmen, against whom-
they didn't fare as well, losing
by half a length.
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Above left,-:the MT:'womoen's
crew- roms in tlie junior eigt-
':oared race.- They'-quaified for
thefina.by finishing seornd in.
their heat, -and placed founth in-
final race, competimng'gaint all-
male rews - Abowe Fight, the
"Liglining Crew" fthe Cass of
72 (background)' begins to move

oit n heinte-r ase e..Class
of 73 str' P ' Billings looks
over at the sophomore boat in

-the p riceat right Coxswain of
the- boat is John MalaJey 71.,
ex-light vasity' 'captain'.: Opren
your eyes, John! Below, the
stem four of ithe wornen's eight
holds a four-seat a Iae' over
a group of hard pulling Weilesley
girls. MIT won by 1/3 of a
boatlength.,
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By Brad Billetdeaix
MacGregor House won the

race for senior eights to higtiight
MIT crew's annual Class Day
Regatta last Saturday on' the
Charles River. In the traditional
interclass event, the Class of '72
came through like champions -
defeating their-sophomore and
junior underlings.

This marked the second con-
secutive triumph for the Mac-
Gregorites, rowing under. their
"Sunkist Lemo'a" colors, in the
Richards' Cup race. Coxed by
varsit veteran Dave Burms '72,
the MacGregor eight held off
continued challenges by Delta
Upsilon to win by a little less
than a length over the 1500
meter course. DU was stroked
by former lightweight varsity
captain Bruce Anderson '69.

"The Lightening Crew"' of
the Class of '72 got out in front'
by a length and held that advan-
tage .throughout in. a close race
for the inter-class cha/npionship_
Rowing in a wmindy chill, the
seniors had a good start and
gradually moved to a consider-
able lead over the juniors in. the
first 500 nmeters. Then a battle
ensued as the sophomores chal-
lenged and gained second place
over the faltering juniors. The
"Filosa BRombers' (Class bOf 74)
moved steadily on the "Per-
mother Express' (Class Of 73)
and then made a bid for the lead
as. the crews passed on the Pierce
Boathouse. But the more experi-
enced senios successfully main-
tained the edge in the last S00
meters, winning by about a
length. The victornous Lighten-
ing Crew was composed of Steve
Chessin, cox,; Mike Rowny,
stroke; Gary Stail,7; Vance,
Smith, 6; Larry Bahler, 5; Joe
.Clift, 4; Charles Goodrich, 3;'

runner-up Harvard by seven
points. The mornn g races were
plagued by light and variable
winds, but a brisk northeast
breeze in the aftemoon made
the competition mowm in-
teresting

Maria Bozzuto':73 and Walter,
Frank '74 Co.kippered MIT's
A-Division entry, tying for first
place in their: division. Lynn
Roylance '72 and Randy Young
'7¢ sailed iniDiv/ision.B, wning

MIT's men and women sailors
closed oat their regular season
this past'weekend, as they parti-
cipated in two coed invitational
regattas on the Charles River.'
Although both a-male and all-
female .tams were present -at
both events, most .schools
entered' teams comprised of.
members of both their/ men's
and women's squads.

On Saturday, Techs iepre-
sentatives. placed first, besting

tce

oeeL
oalv

·low-point honors;
, Participtiag .. schools 
MIT- 26 , Haiard 33; N(
eastern. 44, Bastwon Unie:
47, Coast Guard 47, Tufdts
Yale: 65, Newton College,
Amh est 82, Stonehfl 82, S
more: 112. -
-: On Sundayi in-a regtaasl

ened duee to, lack of w
Shfeley ' Bemstein '74 M-a
Donahue '75, Steve Shantais
and -Frank Kei '73 sa
MIT -:squad to a fourth
finish in the sev·e-school f
Due to the: conditions,

I 'me. races were i.
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